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ABSTRACT 

The research work reported in this thesis has provided significant new 

knowledge concerning the open absorption system and the use of the 

system for climate-control in public baths. 

The open absorption system wi th potassium acetate as the absorption sol

ution can be used to dehumidify air f rom saturation down to about 20%RH. 

The correlation between the solution concentration and the RH-value for 

the air f r o m the absorber is presented. This relation is not influenced by the 

air temperature in the temperature interval studied, i.e. f r o m +30°C to 

+65°C. 

For open absorption systems in air conditioning applications (small scale) 

the cross-current absorber w i th a gas velocity of 2 m/s ( t o avoid dissipation 

problems) is preferable, and for industrial utilizations (large scale) the f lu id 

bed absorber. Demisters are required for all absorber types in order to keep 

the dissipation on a low and negligible level. 

The possibility to model the cross-current absorber w i t h a numerical simu

lation using the commercial CFD software FLOW3D is demonstrated. A l 

though the simulation results were not perfectly matched w i t h the perfor

mance of parameters f rom laboratory tests, the calculations show good 

agreement w i t h the experimental results. 

Almost all drying processes use air for the transport of water. They normally 

consume great amounts of heat since the vaporisation heat cannot be used. 

The open absorption system makes it possible to recover this vaporisation 

heat. Util ization of the open absorption system therefore makes it possible 

to reduce the heat required for drying to only about 10-20 percent of that 

required by conventional systems. The primary heat supply in the generator 

is mainly required in the condenser. 

The function of the open absorption technique for energy conservation in a 

public baths has been verified by measurements in a pilot installation. The 

results show a considerable reduction of the heating demand for the 

building. The annual heating demand of about 740 M W h for the conven

tional climatization system was reduced by 445 M W h . The saving required 

an additional input of 233 M W h of electrical energy. Most of the energy 

input supplied as electricity i n the pilot installation could have been 
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supplied by any heat source of at least 150°C. Only about 25 M W h must 

actually be provided as electric energy. 

Keywords: Open absorption system, sorption heat pump, absorption, 

absorbers, dehumidifying, dryers, climate-control, public baths, multiphase 

f l ow simulations 
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INTRODUCTION 

The moisture content in the air in drying processes and in buildings can be 

controlled in different ways. The different methods involve large variations 

in heat demand. The oldest and most commonly used method is to replace 

the humidif ied air w i t h outdoor air which has a much lower water content. 

Since the evaporation heat in moist air is normally diff icul t to recover use

fu l ly , because of the low temperature, this method w i l l cause a high heat 

demand. The energy demand can be reduced significantly by the use of 

mechanical or sorption heat pumps, which can recover the latent heat i n 

the water vapour. Rising energy costs w i l l make these systems more and 

more interesting in the future. The main difference between mechanical 

and sorption heat pumps is that the former type needs electricity as its 

energy supply while sorption heat pumps can use different types of energy. 

This gives even better prospects for the future. 

Research on the use of an open absorption system for moisture control i n 

air was initiated by Anders Forsén, Svenska Energisystem AB. When this 

research started, documented knowledge about open absorption system 

technology was almost non-existent. It was reported that the suggested ab

sorbent molten, sodium- and potassium-acetate, had been used in Germany 

for drying the fuel for the V2 missiles. The absorbent was highly concentra

ted and f lowed down a pipe while the fuel was f lowing in the opposite 

direction. 

Our first experiments in air drying were performed wi th this absorbent as an 

aqueous solution. Severe crystallisation problems stopped the experiments 

shortly after they had started. We felt we were groping in the dark and had 

to go back to the correct starting point, namely basic knowledge about the 

absorption solution. The absorption solution was changed to potassium 

acetate and basic physical data were determined. 

Now was the correct time to begin the experiments, and it is f rom this point 

that this thesis actually starts. 
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OPEN ABSORPTION SYSTEM 

The open absorption drying system (Fig. 1) consists mainly of three compo

nents: the absorber, the generator and the condenser. The fourth part which 

is normally included in a heat pump, the evaporator, is exchanged for an 

external system. This exterior process produces the working medium, and 

therefore direct contact between the absorption solution and the external 

process is required. 

The moist air f rom the external system transports the water (working me

dium) to the absorber, where the air is brought into contact w i th the absorp

tion solution. Moisture is absorbed by the absorption solution and the air is 

dried. The diluted solution is pumped to the generator. There the water is 

separated f rom the solution medium by evaporation, using primary heat 

supply. The concentrated solution is brought back to the absorber. The water 

vapour is condensed in the condenser, giving off latent heat at a tempera

ture which is determined by the pressure in the apparatus. The condensed 

and chilled water is drained f rom the system after the condenser. Only the 

solution medium is recirculated in the system. 

air 

• • 1 • • Moist air f low Concentrated solution 
Dry air f low — Water vapour 

. _- Diluted solution — ^ — Condensed water 

Figure 1. Open absorption system installed in a drying process. 
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The open absorption system is particularly suitable in drying processes using 

air for the transport of water. Almost all drying processes are of this type. 

The water evaporates f rom the drying material to the air, which carries the 

moisture to the absorber. The water is separated f rom the moist air in the 

absorber. The outlet air f rom the absorber has a higher temperature level 

and a lower water content. Therefore it is possible to recirculate the air i n 

the external process, which means a radical reduction of the heat demand in 

the dryer. 

The design basis for the condenser is wel l established and so is the design 

basis for the generator. The absorber, however, demanded research work to 

establish functional design parameters. The research efforts were therefore 

focused on this component, see Papers A, B and C, which w i l l be summa

rized in the fol lowing. 

Two full-scale plants for heat recovery f rom moist air have been built and 

operated, the first at Martinssons Trä AB in Bygdsiljum for energy conserva

tion in timber drying, the second in the public baths in Piteå where it is used 

for climate-control and energy conservation. The latter installation has been 

subject to extended performance monitoring, see Paper E. 

Absorber types 

For drying processes using air for the transport of water and at operating 

temperatures below +100°C, there w i l l always be considerable air flows, 

since the amount of water that can be carried away wi th each unit of dry air 

is small. The design velocity for the absorber is therefore of great interest. 

Low gas velocities in the absorber mean a large cross-sectional area. The 

environment i n the absorber w i t h high temperature and high moisture 

demands corrosion resistant material. The investment required w i l l there

fore be high i f the design velocity is low. Possibilities of designing absorbers 

that can handle high air velocities and have acceptable pressure drop are 

consequently of great interest. The open absorption system demands high 

efficiency (i.e. high water absorption ability), high gas velocity, low pressure 

drop, handling of pollutant gas, and negligible dissipation of solution 

medium (i.e losses of solution w i t h the air f low f rom the absorber). 
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A literature study [1] made it possible to identify a few interesting absorber 

designs which f u l f i l many of the requirements defined by the open absorp

tion system, namely packed beds, fluidized beds and spray towers. These 

types of absorbers and their general characteristics are discussed in Paper B. 

No useful design data for the application studied in this thesis could be 

found in the literature. 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Mass transfer phenomena in absorbers 

The absorption of water f rom moist air by a solution involves one soluble 

component (water vapour) i n a gas mixture (air and water vapour) being 

dissolved in the absorption solution. The absorption is a physical phenom

enon caused by the partial pressure difference acting as the driving force. For 

every solution concentration there is an equilibrium relative humidi ty in 

the gas phase where no water vapour transport occurs, i.e. the partial press

ure in the two phases is equal. The relationship between the solution con

centration and the equilibrium relative humidity, defined as the "equilib

r ium line" for the solution medium, determines the maximum absorption 

capacity. 

In reality, equilibrium conditions w i l l never quite be achieved. The rela

tionship between the solution concentration and the relative humidi ty of 

the air leaving a given absorber operating under given conditions is defined 

as the "working line". The working line depends on the average mass trans

fer coefficient, the effective absorption surface and the average driving force 

for mass transfer. 

The relationship between the species transfer rate and the concentration 

gradient is known as Fick's law [2]: 

N " = - D i£a. (1) 
i J w wa -\ 

°V 

This is analogous to Fourier's law in conduction heat transfer. Since there is 

no f lu id motion at the interface, the mass transfer at y=0 can occur only by 

diffusion and the local mass transfer coefficient h m can be defined as [3] 
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hm = (2) 

The transfer of mass by convection can be treated in a similar manner to the 

transfer of heat. It is possible to express the molar f lux of species w as the 

product of a convective mass transfer coefficient and a potential difference. 

The dr iving potential in the mass transfer process is the concentration 

potential 

N"=h (C -C ) (3) 

The total mass transport rate across a droplet surface area A d can be ex

pressed w i t h the denned average value for the transfer coefficient as the 

surface integral over the droplet times the local transfer coefficient's value 

NWrd =hm,d
Ad{Cw,s-CWi„) (4) 

For unit cells of the whole packing w i t h an entire interfacial area of A s i n 

each cell, i t is necessary to introduce an average driving force 

^ = 1 ^ ( 0 7 0 1 ) (5) 

The total absorption rate for the absorber is the sum of the mass transfer 

rates for all unit cells. 

To perform a calculation of the convective mass transfer rates, i t is necessary 

to determine the value of the molar concentrations. Such a determination 

may be achieved by assuming that the vapour approximates a perfect gas. 

The molar concentration at the surface can then be determined f rom the 

vapour pressure. 

where pw,s(T s ) is the vapour pressure corresponding to the equilibrium line 

at temperature T s , and R is the universal gas constant. 

The partial pressure pw,s(T s) can be calculated f rom 
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Psat{Ts) 
(7) 

where psat(T s) is the vapour pressure corresponding to saturation at Ts, and 

tys is the relative humidity (RH) according to the equilibrium line at the sur

face. 

Similarly, the bulk concentration in the gas phase C w < 0 0 can be expressed in 

terms of the relative humidity ø«, 

(8) 

The mass transfer rate, eq (5) can now be expressed as 

Nm = hmA. 
RT, RT„ 

(9) 

The benefit of using the relative humidity instead of the partial pressure to 

describe the relation between absorption ability and solution concentration 

is that there w i l l be a unique value of this parameter corresponding to each 

concentration value, since the temperature dependence is contracted in the 

expression for the relative humidity. 

Interaction between heat and mass transfer 

Heat and mass transfer occur simultaneously in the absorber and interact 

w i t h each other. The latent heat is set free when water vapour is condensed 

on the l iquid droplets. This heat transfer w i l l increase the solution tempera

ture while the air temperature w i l l remain almost constant. When the 

temperature of the absorbent solution exceeds the air temperature, a con

vective heat f low f rom the solution to the air w i l l occur. A t the same time 

the mass transfer w i l l be decreased due to a decreased difference in partial 

pressure. 

After sufficient contact time between the air and the solution, steady state 

conditions w i l l be reached, w i th these two counteracting phenomena 

having the same magnitude. The absorber w i l l seem to be working w i t h 
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essentially constant enthalpy values when regarding each multiphase flow 

to and f rom the absorber. 

The heat and mass transfer resistances are assumed to be gas-phase con

trolled, which is valid at least for the packed bed absorber. The interaction 

between the processes makes it preferable to correlate the coefficients w i th 

each other. The mass transfer coefficient and the heat transfer coefficient 

w i l l be related by [4]: 

(10) 

The Lewis factor is approximately unity for humidif ied air according to 

Perry [2]. 

Assuming ideal gas behaviour for humidified air makes i t possible to estab

lish a simple relationship between its variables of state. From mass and 

energy balances it is then possible to calculate the mass and heat transports 

that occur in the absorber. The procedure is outlined in Paper C. 

A, hr M„ 

cp Uf Ma Pt-P W ,S J P t - P , 
(11) 

Qw = ™ w ( V + CP .steam ( T s ~ Tref )) (12) 

The reaction heat which is set free during the absorption process is small 

compared to the latent heat of evaporation and is neglected in eq (12). 

The fact that the partial pressure for the water vapour is small, compared to 

the total pressure, makes the pressure difference (prPv) a t the droplet sur

face and in the bulk of the gas phase almost the same. Neglecting the differ

ence and assuming a Lewis factor of unity makes it possible to simplify the 

mass transfer equation, eq (11), as follows. 

A, .h. 
(13) 

Eq (13) is used in Papers D and E. 
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Prediction of the overall mass and heat transfer 

Eqs (11) and (13) show that the local mass transfer is determined by the local 

heat transfer coefficient and the driving force for mass transfer, which can 

be expressed either i n terms of the partial pressure difference between the 

bulk of the gas phase and the equilibrium pressure at the l iquid surface or i n 

terms of difference in absolute water content. 

The local heat transfer coefficient depends on the surface geometry and the 

relative velocity between the gas phase and the liquid phase. 

In an actual absorber, both the driving force and the transfer coefficient w i l l 

vary as the absorption proceeds. This complicates prediction of the overall 

heat and mass transfer. 

A possible approach to the problem is to subdivide the absorber into small 

unit cells w i t h essentially uni form conditions. 

Knowing the conditions of the gas phase and absorbent f lowing into a given 

cell, the mass and heat transfer taking place within the cell can be calculated. 

The conditions in the gas and absorbent leaving the cell can then be com

puted. Proceeding step-wise through all the cells makes it possible to predict 

the overall mass and heat transfer for given flows, temperatures and water 

contents i n the moist air and absorbent f lowing into the absorber. 

This approach was used for the study of absorption in a packed bed oper

ating in cross-current flow reported in Paper C. The results of this study and 

comparisons w i t h experimental data are summarized in a later section. 

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF ABSORBER PERFORMANCE 

The open absorption system can be used in several different applications 

w i t h varying process conditions. I t was therefore necessary to cover different 

absorber designs in the experimental study. 

The literature studies show that very little has been published concerning 

open absorption systems. In fact nothing seems to have been published 

about absorber performance wi th the absorption solution selected. The work 

therefore began by establishing basic information about the characteristics of 
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the absorption solution. After this, performance tests of different absorber 

types were carried out. This work is described in Papers A and B. 

Experimental set-up 

A f low sheet of the laboratory facility used for most of the tests is shown in 

Fig. 2. 

I H ^ J ® 

Figure 2. Laboratory facility used for tests reported in Paper B. 

The wet air (with manually controlled RH-value) flows to the absorber, 

where the absorption process takes place. The dried air goes via the demister 

and absolute filter to the fan and back to the humidifier i n a closed loop. 

Concentrated solution f rom vessel (6) is pumped to the absorber. Diluted 

solution f rom the absorber goes to vessel (9) and further on to the generator. 
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The absorption solution used in all the tests reported in Papers A and B was 

potassium-acetate. 

As can be seen in Paper A the facility used in the first tests was somewhat 

different f rom that shown in Fig. 2. This facility had two cross-flow absor

bers coupled in series. The demister consisted of a non-wetted part of the 

packing. No absolute filter was installed. Finally a heat exchanger connected 

to the circulated solution f low made it possible to study the absorption for 

different temperatures of the absorbent. To compensate for the cooling, an 

electric heater was installed in the air duct before the humidifier. 

The instrumentation used is described in Papers A and B. Relative humidi

ties were determined wi th Psychrometers (dry-/wet bulb temperature). 

Since even slight deposition of absorbent on the wet bulb w i l l affect the 

measurements, great efforts were made to avoid such contamination. 

Therefore an absolute filter (filter wi th a minimum separation of 99.97% of 

particles w i t h 0.3 urn size, DOP-test) was installed in the facility used in the 

experiments reported in Paper B. This filter prevented an increasing con

centration in the air f low of absorption solution which passed through the 

demister. 

Determination of the equilibrium line 

Since the maximum capacity of the absorber is determined by the equilib

r ium line for the solution medium, experiments were performed to estab

lish this line. In these experiments the cross-current packed bed absorber 

was used, see Paper B. The air was saturated for a short time (2-5 min) at the 

beginning of the experiment, and the absorption process was continued for 

such a long time (16-18 h) that the absorption capacity became zero for the 

main duration of the experiment, i.e. the inlet and outlet conditions for the 

air were the same. 

The results are shown in Fi>?. 3, where the linear f i t of the experimental 

results represents the equilibrium line. The line shows the capacity of the 

solution medium and should therefore be independent of the absorber 

design. Since the equilibrium line represents the capacity for an absorber 

w i t h infinite length or infinite contact time between the absorption solution 

and the air, i t is impossible to reach RH-values lower than the equilibrium 

l ine. 
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Figure 3. Equilibrium line for absorption solution KAc, solution concen

tration (% by weight) versus humidity of outlet air (% RH) f rom 

the absorber. 

The equilibrium line is measured in experiments running for a long time. 

Even slight losses of absorption solution can therefore affect the results. 

Absorption solution on the wet bulb w i l l increase the temperature and 

therefore raise the RH-value. The actual equilibrium line for the solution 

could therefore give somewhat lower RH-values than those shown in Fig.3. 

5 0 -

45 

4 0 -

3 5 -: 

30-j 

2 5 -. 
2 0 -

Cross-current packed bed absorber 

Working line 

The tests made wi th the cross-current packed bed absorber reported in Paper 

B showed that the working line for this type of absorber differs by -0.5% in 

relative humidi ty (RH) f rom the equilibrium line, see Fig. 4. Tests where 

perforated trays or nozzles were used for the solution distribution gave 

similar results. The gas velocity has been constant, 1.9 m/s calculated for the 

cross-sectional area for the absorber without packing. The solution f low in 
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the absorber was held at 9.7 m 3 / h , m 2 . The small deviation f rom the equi

l ibr ium line indicates high efficiency for this absorber design. 

(% RH) 

- ^> WORKING LINE 

O Saddle packings 

- n • Telpac packings 

-
n 

- EQUILIBRIUM LINE | 

-

— 

_ 

• 

i 

• 

-
- ? 

i i — i — i — i — i — i — i — r " 
i — r— r— 

50 55 60 65 70 75 
(% by weight) 

Figure 4. Working line for the cross-current packed bed absorber. 

The working line for the cross-current packed bed absorber shown in Fig. 4 

differs f rom results determined in the first experiments (Paper A) , especially 

at higher concentrations. The working line was determined f rom these 

experiments by the method of least squares. The fact that there were fewer 

experimental results at high concentrations is suppressed by the matching 

method. In the experiments reported in Paper B, (with many measurements 

at high concentrations), a straight linear correlation was found between 

outlet air RH and solution concentration. The difference depends therefore 

at least partly on the use of varying approximation methods. 

The test results reported in Paper A indicate that the working line is inde

pendent of variations in inlet gas temperature between +30 and +65°C, RH-

value between 40% and 100% RH, and gas velocity between 1.0 and 3.8 m/ s 

due to the cross-sectional area for the absorber without packing. 
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The influence of the internal solution flow on the absorption capacity was 

briefly studied in Paper A. The minimum flow required to achieve the 

working line in Fig. 4 is about 10 m 3 / h , m 2 for a gas velocity around 2 m/s . 

Dissipation of solution medium 

The open absorption system requires that the dissipation of solution f rom 

the absorber is minimized, because of the costs and the negative influence 

on the external system caused by dissipation. 

Dissipation 

(g/1 condensate) 

/ 

I I 
/ 

• 
o 
0 

Liqui< 
Liquic 
Liquic 

flow 
f low 

[ flow 

:7,5 
: 12,0 
: 5,0-1 

n 3 / h 
n 3 / h 
1,1 m3 / h I I 

/ / 
/ 

I I 

1,5 2 ,0 2 ,5 3,0 3 ,5 4 ,0 

velocity ( m / s) 

Figure 5. Dissipation of the solution medium versus superficial velocity in 

the cross-current packed bed absorber. 

The experiments reported in Paper A show that the dissipation of solution 

medium increases strongly for superficial velocities over 2 m/s , as is shown 
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in Fig. 5. A demister formed by the non-wetted back part of the packing can 

be used to reduce the dissipation. Results of tests wi th this arrangement 

show that i t is possible to decrease the dissipation by about 99%, while using 

a packing depth of 350 mm. Increasing the depth gives only a smaller im

provement. 

Solution f l ow Demister depth Dissipation 

( m 3 / h , m 2 ) (mm) (g/1 condensate) (%reduction) 

4.6 - 9.51 

4.5 350 0.15 98.5 

6.9 - 10.75 

7.0 350 0.04 99.7 

6.7 650 0.02 99.8 

6.9 950 0.01 99.9 

Table 1. Dissipation versus demister depths. 

The results shown in Tab. 1 were obtained for a constant gas velocity of 

2.0 m/s . The inlet air temperature is +39°C, and inlet moisture content 

95-98% RH. The pressure drop is almost constant since the packing depth is 

unchanged. 

In order to obtain absolute values for the dissipation it is necessary to use 

iso-kinetic sampling. The experiments reported in Paper A, carried out w i t h 

this technique, in equal conditions to the experiments summarized in 

Tab. 1, and wi th a demister depth of 350 mm, show that the dissipation of 

solution medium is about 300 (ig per m 3 of gas coming out of the absorber. 

Effect of packing depth on absorber performance 

From an economical and practical point of view, the size of the absorber 

should be as small as possible. A high absorption rate gives a low air f low 

through the absorber for the same total amount of absorbed water. 

To keep the absorption efficiency high throughout the packing depth, one 

can use cross-current f low between the gas and the solution w i t h different 

solution concentrations in each absorber part. 
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The packing depth was varied by changing the wetted area for the absorber 

in stages - each stage representing one quarter of the total packing depth; 

these tests are reported in Paper A . The fol lowing parameters are constant 

throughout the experiments: gas velocity 2.0 m/s, saturated inlet air +39°C, 

solution f low 7 m 3 / h , m 2 , and concentration of absorption solution 60% by 

weight. The results indicate that 71% of the total absorption (maximum 

packing depth 1200 mm) takes place in the first quarter of the packing , 23% 

in the next quarter (94% for the first half), and 3% in the third and fourth 

quarters respectively. 

Wi th two absorbers in series it is possible to study the influence of the 

packing depth wi th different solution concentrations (Paper A) . The gas 

f low and inlet air-conditions are the same as previously. Decreasing the 

packing depth of the second absorber to a quarter reduces the capacity of this 

absorber by 28%. Decreasing the packing depth of the first absorber to a 

quarter reduces the capacity of this by 25%. Together the results give a de

creased total absorption capacity of 9%, when the total packing depth is 

reduced by 75%. 

The difference in absorption capacity between the two absorbers is due to the 

difference in RH-value for the inlet air. The reduced capacity for the first 

absorber results in a higher RH-value for the inlet air to the second absorber, 

which means a bigger driving force and therefore an increased absorption. 

The total capacity is consequently reduced only by a small amount. 

The absorption is a relatively fast process when the driving force is large. 

The cross-current packed bed absorber should therefore be built up in 

several different steps, each wi th a small packing depth and coupled in 

series to obtain the greatest possible concentration differences. 

Different types of packing 

The mass transfer is directly correlated wi th the interfacial area between the 

air and the l iquid. Different types of packing were tested, w i th a view to 

f inding the most efficient. These tests, covering four types of packings, 

namely Telpac, Saddle, Munter C10.19 and Munter C20.30, are reported in 

Paper A. Figure 6 shows a picture of three of these packings. 
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(A) (B) (C) 

Figure 6. Packings. A: Telpac (Telko OY); B: C10.19 (Munter AB); 

C: C20.30 (Munter AB) 

The experiments show that TELPAC, Munter C10.19 and the Saddle type 

packing give almost the same capacity for the absorber. The working line for 

the absorber when using the Mimter C20.30 packing is arovmd 2% RH 

higher, which means a lower absorption capacity. This can be seen in Tab. 2. 

One can also detect a greater difference between the types when the packing 

depth is decreased. The absorption rate is reduced when the contact between 

gas and solution becomes poorer. 

Packing Inlet Outlet Packing Difference corn- Difference com

temp % R H temp % R H depth pared with full pared with 

packing depth packing T E L P A C 

CC) (%) c o (%RH) (%RH) (%RH) 

Telpac 37 99 55 30.3 1 - -

37 100 55 33.1 1/2 2.8 -

37 100 53 38.0 1/4 7.7 -

Munter 36 100 55 30.7 1 - 0 

10.19 36 100 54 33.0 1/2 2.3 0 

•• 37 100 52 36.7 1/4 6.0 -1 

Munter 36 98 54 32.3 1 - +2 

20.30 36 98 53 36.7 1/2 4.4 44 

" 37 99 50 43.7 1/4 11.4 +6 

Table 2. Capacity for different packings. 
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The Telpac packing has a pressure drop of around 120 Pa/m, and Munter's 

packing C20.30 has a pressure drop of the same order. The saddle type 

packing has a pressure drop which is about 4 times greater. Munter's C10.19 

packing has a pressure drop 28 times greater than the TELPAC packing, 

mainly due to the fact that the gas f low has to go a much longer path, w i t h 

many bends, through the absorber. However, the absorption capacity of 

Munter's C10.19 packing is not better than that of the TELPAC packing. The 

lowest dissipation is obtained wi th the TELPAC packing and the highest 

w i t h Munter's C10.19 packing. The results show that the TELPAC packing 

functions best in these experiments. 

Non-adiabatic absorption conditions 

In some applications where heat is supplied to the air f low, there is a need 

to transfer heat f rom the air f low, since the absorption system closes the air 

loop. A non-adiabatic absorption process increases the capacity and is to be 

generally preferred on condition that the heat thus produced can be utilized 

When using the heat exchanger in the experiments (Paper A) , the solution 

is cooled and thereby also the gas f low through the absorber. The process is 

therefore non-adiabatic. 

For temperatures around +30°C, 40 to 50% RH and a superficial gas velocity 

of 2 m/s , the working line f rom adiabatic conditions was repeated. How

ever, the absorption capacity is considerably increased due to the cooling. 

The results i n Fig. 7 illustrate a difference of about 300% in absorption 

capacity compared to adiabatic conditions. 
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0,000 0,010 0,020 0,030 
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Figure 7. Illustration of adiabatic (A) and non-adiabatic (B) absorption 

process in the Mollier-diagram. Inlet air conditions: +31°C, 45% 

R H . 



Figure 8. Working lines for absorbers studied. 

The experimentally determined working lines for the absorbers studied in 

Paper B are shown in Fig. 8. They have been determined wi th parameter 

values according to Tab. 3. 

Absorber 

design 

Ai r velocity 

(m/s) 

Solut ion 

f l ow 

(m3/h ,m 2 ) 

Pressure 

drop 

(Pa) 

Time of 

contact 

(s) 

Cross-current 1.9 9.7 100/450 0.6 

Counter-current 1.4-1.7 25 800/1000 0.6 

Spray 1.7 25.8 10 1.0 

Fluid bed 7.1 15 300 0.1-0.3 

Table 3. Parameter values when achieving working lines in Fig 8 

The time of contact between the air and the solution is for the spray and 

fluid-bed type hard to estimate due to the large dissipation rate. 
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The pressure drop values for packed bed types, shown in Tab. 3 is given for 

packing TELPAC/Saddle shape. The counter-current packed bed absorber 

has a higher pressure drop than the cross-current type, owing to the fact that 

the solution interacts w i t h the gas f low. The small difference compared w i t h 

the equilibrium line (~1%RH) indicates high efficiency for this absorber 

design. 

The spray absorber has a working line about 7% RH higher than the equilib

r ium line. The difference increases fast wi th increasing air velocities. Low 

efficiency was achieved wi th this absorber design. 

The working line for the f lu id bed absorber differs by around 4% RH f rom 

the equilibrium line. In the experiments a grid wi th a mesh of 5 m m dis

tance between the wires was used. Making the inlet air f low more uni form 

(by using a distributor for the air f low) was found to increase the efficiency 

by about 2% RH. The solution f low has a strong influence on the capacity for 

this absorber type. Higher solution flows improve the capacity compared 

w i t h lower solution f low rates. Increasing the air velocity also has a positive 

effect on the efficiency, verified up to 8 m/s in experiments. The dissipation 

of solution is high, and therefore demisters wi th high efficiency are re

quired. Improving the working line by using maximum parameter values 

should make i t possible to achieve high efficiency wi th this absorber. 

Absorber choice for the open absorption system 

From a practical and economical point of view the size of the absorber is 

very important. The performance data established f rom the tests reported in 

Paper B can be utilized for a comparison of the absorber sizes required if 

different types are used. The comparison, illustrated in Fig. 9, is based on the 

fo l lowing conditions: 

- same total amount of absorbed water 

- inlet air temperature +40°C and saturated wi th moisture 

- adiabatic conditions for the absorber 

- outlet RH-value equivalent to actual working line at a solution 

concentration of 75% by weight 

- gas velocities and packing length according to used experimental 

values 
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Figure 9. Comparison of relative volume for investigated absorbers. 

For the counter-current packed bed absorber the gas velocity was adjusted to 

the same value as the cross-current absorber. 

I t should be pointed out that the experiments for the spray absorber were 

few, and that the absorbers were not optimised in the study. Furthermore 

have scaling-up effects been neglected. It appears, nevertheless, that the 

f lu id bed absorber has the best volumetric capacity, and the spray absorber 

the lowest volumetric capacity. The cross-current and counter-current 

packed beds appear to have about the same volumetric capacity. The lower 

pressure losses obtained w i t h the cross-current design, however, make this 

generally more attractive. 

In the choice between cross- and counter-current packed beds the former 

type is preferable. A big driving force gives fast absorption and therefore a 

limited length for the absorber. In practice this is easily achieved for a cross

current packed bed by building it up in several different steps, each wi th a 

small packing depth and coupled in series. The counter-current packed bed 

always works wi th the highest possible driving force, but the driving force is 

almost equal for the two different absorbers since high solution circulation 

f low in the absorber involves a small concentration difference between the 

top and bottom of the absorber. The absorption process works wi th a 
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Solution concentration near crystallisation, so that the counter-current 

packed bed absorber (one step) works wi th much bigger solution flows to 

and f rom the unit. Furthermore, the counter-current packed bed has higher 

pressure drop and dissipation. 

One can also conclude that the spray absorber has the lowest efficiency. The 

construction is simple, but the huge size w i l l increase the investment. 

NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF ABSORBER PERFORMANCE 

The experiments made it possible to determine data for the streams out of 

the absorber, but provided unsatisfactory data concerning the absorption 

process inside the device itself. Numerical simulations, however, offer a 

possibility of gaining knowledge about the absorption process throughout 

the whole absorber and enable us to study the influence of different par

ameters in a fast and simple way. 

It was chosen to simulate heat and mass transfer in a cross-current packed 

bed absorber since this type had been subject to the most extensive testing. 

The simulations were performed wi th the commercial software FLOW3D 

(release 3.4) f rom AEA TECHNOLOGY, Harwell Laboratory U K [5], described 

in Paper C. 

The analysis for the cross-current absorbers is complex, since the concentra

tions in the gas and solution change in two spatial directions. One way to 

simplify the calculations is to divide the absorber into unit cells so small that 

the important physical properties remain constant in each volume [6,7]. 

A two-dimensional simulation was applied. The absorber, w i t h the dimen

sions LxBxW 1.45x1.18x1.0 m, was divided into 754 cells, each wi th a size of 

about 5x5 cm. The flow of solution and air was modelled as a multiphase 

flow w i t h l iquid droplets as a dispersed phase in a continuous phase, dry air. 

The water and water vapour are regarded as additional components in the 

respective phases. 

The software solves the equations for continuity, momentum and energy 

of each phase. The convective heat transfer between the two phases is auto

matically handled by the software. The mass and heat transfer accomplished 
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by the absorption had to be modelled in user-defined FORTRAN routines. 

These were formulated on the basis of eq. (11) and (12). 

The shape of the packing was too complex to simulate. Instead the porous 

medium option was used. Defining values for the gravity vector and body 

forces (resistance) made it possible to establish average volume fractions 

which were relevant according to experiments. The gravity force causes an 

acceleration of the droplets on their way down the packing and therefore a 

lower volume fraction of droplets i n the lower regions. In reality, the 

packing inherently provides a large number of hold-up or agglomeration 

points, where l iquid droplets w i l l collect, fal l and disintegrate. This w i l l lead 

to almost constant l iquid velocities throughout the packing. The simulation 

might therefore be improved if the gravity forces were neglected and a con

stant l iquid velocity assumed. 

Numerical simulation results 

The calculations performed on a cross-current absorber and reported in 

Paper C show a uniform air velocity of 2 m/s in the packing. For the l iquid 

f l ow (10 m 3 / h , m 2 ) there is an acceleration f rom ~0.07 m/s at the top to -0.14 

m / s at the bottom of the packing. The mass transfer rate is illustrated in 

Fig. 10. The main part of the absorption process takes place in the first half of 

the absorber, where the driving forces are largest, i.e. where the largest 

partial pressure difference occurs. 
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Figure 10. Mass transfer rates in the absorber. 

The air temperature was predicted to increase f rom 44.5°C at the inlet to 

55.7°C at the outlet of the absorber, while the relative humidity was pre

dicted to decrease f rom 66 %RH to 35%RH. These changes in the air condi

tions give only small enthalpy changes as shown in Fig. 11. The l iquid 

temperature was predicted almost constant to a temperature of about 56°C 

through the absorber. Due to the mass transfer of water f rom the air to the 

solution, heat is transferred f rom the air to the l iquid. The mass transport 

w i l l decrease the enthalpy of the air. When the absorption process almost 

reaches equilibrium conditions, after the first half of the absorber, heat is 

transferred to the air because of the higher l iquid temperature and the 

enthalpy value w i l l reach the entrance value. These changes are illustrated 

in Fig. 11. 
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Figure 11. Enthalpy changes in the air. 

Comparison between results from simulation and experiments 

The relative absorption rates in the first and second half of the packing as 

determined f r o m experiments and predicted by calculations are shown in 

Tab. 4. The air velocity, solution flow and air and solution conditions are 

essentially the same in both cases. 

Absorber distance 

first half 

second half 

Total absorption rate 

Experiment S i m u l a t i o n  

92 % 

8 % 

2 4 k g / h 

94% 

6% 

25 k g / h 

Table 4. Relative and absolute absorption rates according to experiments 

and numerical predictions. 
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For the first half of the absorber a somewhat lower value for the absorption 

capacity is achieved wi th simulations. The difference depends on the lower 

volume fraction for the l iquid at the bottom of the packing. A reduced inter

facial area slows down the absorption process and causes the shape of the 

contours i n Fig. 10-11. In reality the shape of the contours is probably more 

vertical. A constant enthalpy value for the air f low into/out f rom the 

absorber is also fu l f i l l ed for f u l l packing depth. 

Numerical simulations improved our knowledge about heat and mass 

transfer processes in general and inside the cross-current absorber in parti

cular. Wi th a few minor adjustments the simulation can be used to in

vestigate parameter values for this absorber type in a fast and easy way. 

OPEN ABSORPTION SYSTEM FOR CLIMATE-CONTROL I N PUBLIC 

BATHS 

The experimental work presented in Papers A and B made it possible to de

sign a climate-control system using the open absorption system. One such 

plant was installed at a public baths in Piteå, a town in northern Sweden. 

This facility made it possible to study the absorption technique in a full-scale 

plant during an extended period of time. The results of the performance 

monitoring of the plant are reported in Paper E. 

The main goal of the investigation was to determine the annual energy-

saving obtained when an absorption system was used instead of a conven

tional system using outdoor air to control the climate in the building. I t was 

also considered interesting to fol low the system when it was running i n a 

real facility for determination of system parameters, such as losses of absorp

tion solution f rom the plant, and to obtain operational experience of the 

absorption technique. 

A theoretical investigation of the heat demand in public baths was per

formed, see Paper D. This was done to determine the relevance of measure

ments during shorter periods than a whole year, and f rom these results 

estimate annual heat demands for the systems involved. Some different 

methods for prediction of the annual heat demand were also compared. 
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Climate-control in a public baths 

In a public baths there is a continuous evaporation of water f rom the pool. 

The water vapour must be removed to control the climate in the building. 

To avoid condensation of water vapour on cold surfaces like windows, the 

relative humidi ty in the building must be reduced when the outdoor air 

temperature falls. 

The conventional climatization system controls the RH-value by ex

changing moist air f rom the building w i t h drier outdoor air. In the facility 

in Piteå, the conventional system originally installed had no provisions for 

heat recovery. The heating requirements for the ventilation air, the water in 

the pool, hot water for showers and the radiators are supplied f rom a district 

heating system. Electricity is used for operation of the fans in the ventilation 

system and the circulation pump in the pool and radiator system. 

accumulator 

Cold 
w a t e r Preheated 

hot-water 

Generator L r ® . 

© ß 

Public 
baths 

Condenser 

Air f low 

Steam f low 

Liquid f low 

FMl 

Condensate 
to sink 

-4P-

Figure 12. Flow sheet of an open absorption system installed at a public 

baths including instrumentation for the measurements. 
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In 1987 an open absorption drying system, see Fig. 12, was installed as an 

attempt to reduce the energy consumption. The exhaust air f rom the 

building is dehumidified in the absorber, which was designed as a packed 

bed in cross-current f low. Drying of the air makes i t possible to increase the 

amount of recirculated air and reduce the ventilation heat-losses substan

tially. Since the evaporation heat is taken f rom the pool water and trans

ferred to the air, a higher degree of recirculation makes it necessary to cool 

the air i n order to maintain a constant temperature in the building. The 

heat recovered f rom this cooling is used to preheat hot water for the 

showers. 

The water absorbed f rom the air is evaporated f rom the absorption solution 

in the generator, which is heated electrically. The evaporated steam is con

densed at 102°C and chilled to 30°C in the condenser. The heat recovered 

f rom the condenser is used to heat the pool water. 

District heating is still used to supply those parts of the heat demands of the 

ventilation system and the pool water heating that are not covered by heat 

recovery in the open absorption system. In addition to electricity used for 

operation of the fans and pumps included in the conventional system, the 

open absorption system in this facility uses electricity for heat supply to the 

generator and for operation of four additional circulation pumps. 

The open absorption system installed in the public baths in Piteå is the first 

of its kind. I t was therefore considered of great interest to monitor its per

formance and determine the saving in energy achieved. The system was 

therefore equipped w i t h heat f low meters, f low meters and temperature 

gauges, as described in more detail in Paper E. Instrumentation was also 

provided to monitor the indoor climate in the baths as wel l as the outdoor 

temperature. Measurements were taken each minute for calculation of 

12-minute averages which were stored in a computer for later evaluation. 

Heating requirements for the conventional climatization system 

In order to obtain a basis for assessment of the credibility of the heating 

demands determined f rom the field test data, a theoretical estimation was 

made of the heating requirement for the facility in Piteå, when using the 

conventional climatization system. The methods used and the results are 

documented in Paper D. 
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The measurements for the conventional system covered three periods of 

altogether 2080 hours. The data were used to estimate what the annual heat 

demand would have been if the conventional system had been used for the 

whole year. The estimation is based on a correlation between the outdoor 

air temperature, which was measured continuously, and the heating de

mands recorded during the periods when the conventional system was 

operated. The measured data and the estimated annual heating demands 

are given in Paper E. 

A comparison between the heating demand estimated theoretically and that 

estimated f rom the measurements, presented in Paper D, shows an overall 

discrepancy of only 3%. Larger discrepancies were found when the different 

contributions to the heat demand were compared. This is probably due to a 

bigger heat f low f rom the pool water to the air in the building, when com

paring the estimation based on measurements w i th values established via 

theoretical calculations. 

Heating requirements for the open absorption system 

The measurement period for the open absorption system in operation was 

divided into two sub-periods, and encompassed a total measurement time 

of 1570 hours. The estimated heat demands are evaluated f rom correlations 

w i t h the outdoor air temperature and mean values for parameters which 

could not be related to the outdoor temperature. The measured data and the 

estimated annual heating demands are presented in Paper E. 

Comparison of the annual heating demands 

A straightforward comparison between the monitoring results for the two 

climatization systems is not possible, because the two systems were operated 

during different time periods wi th different outdoor climates and possibly 

different numbers of visitors to the facility. Also, i t turned out that the 

indoor temperature was different when the two systems were operated. For 

the conventional system, the temperature was about 25.5°C, whereas the 

open absorption system operated in a temperature of about 27°C during the 

day-time and 28°C during the night-time. 
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The influence of differences in outdoor climate during the monitoring 

periods was eliminated as explained above. The number of visitors was just 

assumed to be the same. The effect of the differences in indoor temperature 

was estimated theoretically as explained in Paper D, ( excluded in f ig l3) . 

Tab. 5 summarizes the results of the comparisons of annual heating de

mands. Graphical illustrations of the energy flows for the two climatization 

systems are shown in Fig. 13. 

Energy supply for Ae conventional system 

Transmission losses 
building _, • • , 

Transmission losses 

Used hot water 
161 MWh 

Energy supply for Ae open absorption system 

Transmission losses 
from building Transmission losses 

82 MWh from swirnming-pool 

Figure 13. Sankey diagram for the energy flows in the different systems. 
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Conventional system Open absorption system 

Actual 

+27°C/28°C 

Indoor Actual 

+25.5°C temperature 

Heat supply 742 M W h 297 M W h 

Marginal 

electricity 

supply 233 M W h 

Total energy 

demand 742 M W h 530 M W h 

Table 5. Comparisons of annual heating demands for the public baths in 

The results show that the overall energy-saving is about 29%. A perform

ance coefficient for the system can be defined as the rate between the 

achieved saving of heat and the supplied electrical energy, i.e. (445/233) = 

1.9. Since the demand for the generator concerns heat input, the present 

electric energy supply can be replaced by another energy source. Using for 

example natural gas for the heat supply to the generator and using per

forated trays instead of nozzles, the open absorption system for the public 

baths in question requires a minimum extra electricity input of only 

25.3 M W h compared w i t h the conventional system. The decreased 

electricity supply must be replaced by heat supply, so that the performance 

coefficient w i l l be about 9 for this case, neglecting heat losses wi th flue gas 

f rom the generator. 

Operating experiences 

Measurements of the absorbent losses were performed by cooling a pipe 

w i t h f l u id nitrogen in the air f low f rom the absorber. The pipe was continu

ously moved over the cross-sectional area during the measurement period 

(10 min.). The frozen moisture was collected and analysed. The dissipation 

wi th the air f low (8900 m 3 / h ) f rom the absorber over a whole year was 

calculated to be 10-34 kg of absorption solution. Continuos measurements 

on the condensate show an annual estimation of about 20 kg of solution. 

Piteå estimated f rom field measurements. 
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These test results agree wel l w i t h losses determined in the experiments 

reported in Paper A. 

Nevertheless, solution losses have occurred, but they cannot be explained by 

the performed study. 

The measurement periods show a high reliability for the open absorption 

system. However the interruptions of the operation that have occurred can 

mainly be related to lack of normal service management. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The research work reported in Papers A-E has provided significant new 

knowledge concerning the open absorption system and the use of the sys

tem for climate-control in public baths. 

The open absorption system wi th potassium acetate as the absorption sol

ution can be used to dehumidify air f rom saturation down to about 20%RH. 

The RH-value for the air f rom the absorber is directly related to the concen

tration of the absorption solution. 

This relation is not influenced by the air temperature in the temperature 

interval studied, i.e. f rom +30°C to +65°C. 

Non-adiabatic operation of the absorption process increases the capacity and 

is to be preferred on condition that the heat liberated f rom the air can be 

uti l ized. 

For all absorbers where solution and gas f low interact, dissipation is severe, 

particularly for the f lu id bed absorber w i th its high gas velocities. Demisters 

w i t h high efficiency are therefore a requirement for these absorbers. The 

dissipation for the cross-current packed bed absorber, compared w i t h the 

other types, is very small. Nevertheless, the cross-current absorber also re

quires a demister in order to achieve negligible solution losses. When using 

a non-wetted packing as a demister, the packing depth should be aroimd 

300 mm; increasing the depth gives only a smaller improvement. Wi th a 

correctly designed demister it is always possible to keep the dissipation on a 

low and negligible level. 

The gas velocity recommended in the literature studied is 2 m/s for cross

current packed bed absorbers [8]. This has also been verified in the experi

ments. Experiments w i t h velocities of around 4 m/s show that the working 

line is still achieved, but the dissipation increases about 70 times. 

For open absorption systems, the experiments show that the cross-current 

packed bed absorber divided into steps, each wi th a small packing depth, is 

to be preferred in systems wi th low gas flows, for example air conditioning 

in buildings. The advantages of this absorber are high efficiency, low press

ure drop, and furthermore, the most important factor, low dissipation for 
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gas velocities around 2 m/s . Since the gas flow is small, the low gas velocity 

needed, does not have great negative influence on the total investment. 

For large gas flows in industrial applications the fluid bed absorber is prefer

able. H igh gas velocity in connection wi th high absorption capacity makes 

the size of the absorber small. Furthermore, the construction is simple, w i th 

no potential plugging problems and relatively low pressure drop. One dis

advantage is the need for a highly efficient demister, which increases the 

cost and the total pressure drop. Altogether the investment for the fluid bed 

absorber should be much lower compared to the other absorbers studied. 

The most important negative factor for the open absorption system when 

applied for large gas flows is high investment costs, but these can be reduced 

considerably by using a fluid bed absorber. 

It is possible to model the cross-current absorber w i t h a numerical simula

tion using the commercial CFD software FLOW3D. Although the solution 

f low was not perfectly simulated, the calculations show good agreement 

w i t h the experimental results. 

Almost all drying processes use air for the transport of water. They normally 

consume great amounts of heat since the vaporisation heat cannot be used. 

The open absorption system utilizes the vaporisation heat, and this is why 

this drying process demands only about 10-20 percent of the energy input 

required by conventional systems. The primary heat supply in the generator 

is mainly required in the condenser. 

The open absorption technique functions for public baths wi th a consider

able reduction of the heat demand for the building. The technique is 

therefore wel l suited for air-conditioning applications where moisture is 

generated. 

In the case of the Piteå public baths, the open absorption system was found 

to decrease the heat demand by 445 M W h for the year 1990. At the same 

time, an additional 233 M W h of electricity had to be supplied. Most of the 

electricity supply could have been substituted wi th a heat source delivering 

heat at about 150°C. The minimum additional electrical energy supply to the 

system compared w i t h a conventional air-conditioning system is 25.3 MWh. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

The fluid bed absorber shows very interesting results when used in an open 

absorption system. The maximum capacity has not been reached due to the 

limitations in the test facility available. Grid pairs coupled in series w i l l also 

have an positive effect on the absorber's working line. Further research 

work should therefore be performed. 

The absorption rate per mass unit of dry air, i.e. the change in absolute water 

content for the air passing through the absorber, gives the size of the 

absorber when the total absorption rate is known. One way to decrease the 

absorber size is to increase the change in absolute water content over the 

absorber. Working w i t h higher air temperatures increases this value con

siderably, and thereby lowers the necessary investment. Absorbers working 

at high temperatures should be tested in a pilot plant. 

Numerical simulations using the commercial CFD software FLOW3D 

should be continued w i t h refinements of the geometry model, new 

modelling of the solution f low throughout the packing in the cross-current 

absorber and small adjustments in the modules for calculation of mass 

transfer i n the absorption process. Adaptation of the model for prediction of 

fluid bed absorber performance is an important task for further work. 

To confirm the estimations of the annual heat demands in public baths, the 

monitoring results (recently collected) at much lower outdoor air tempera

tures than recorded previously should be analysed. 

Theoretical calculations comparing a mechanical heat-pump installation 

and an open absorption system both working at their opt imum capacities at 

public baths should be performed. 
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Department of Mechanical Engineering, Division of Energy Engineering, 
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ABSTRACT 

The open absorption system is specially fitted in drying processes using air for 
the transport of the water. Advantages of the system are that different types of 
energy supply can be used, and that direct contact between the working media 
and the solution gives an effective absorber. 

This experimental study concerns measurements of the capacity of the 
system when a cross-flow absorber is used. Experiments were done under 
adiabatic and non-adiabatic conditions, and the results show that non-
adiabatic conditions give a considerable increase in the absorption capacity. 
The dissipation of solution media increases strongly for air velocities over 
2 m/s. However, a demister can be used to reduce these losses. Investigation of 
the packing depth shows that the absorption takes place mainly in the first 
quarter of the packing. Different types of plastic packings were studied, the 
Telpac packing giving the best results. 

1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The uncertainty about energy supplies in the future and rising costs have 
increased the demand for saving heat and electricity. The demand for more 

efficient use o f energy has increased the use of heat-pump technology. The 

sorption heat-pump is characterized by the use o f heat as the energy supply, 
low electricity consumption and high primary-energy utilization. Different 
types o f energy supply can therefore be used, which means that this heat-

pump technology has good prospects for the future. 
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2 T H E SORPTION H E A T - P U M P 

2.1 Characteristics 

The advantages of the sorption heat-pump are: 

—The necessary energy supply for the process is heat, wi th a small 

amount of electricity required for circulation pumps. The sorption 
heat-pump is therefore flexible for a different energy situation in the 

future. 
—The thermal efficiency during partial loading is better than for a 

mechanical heat-pump. 
— I t is possible to obtain very high useful temperatures, and large 

temperature differences between the heat source and the heat sink. 
—There are few mechanical moving parts, leading to high availability, low 

maintenance costs and a high technical lifetime. 

Negative factors for the sorption heat-pump are: 

— H i g h investment costs. 

—Problems concerned wi th introducing new technology to the market. 

2.2 Closed absorption system 

I n the closed, absorption system (Fig. 1), evaporation of the working medium 

occurs in the generator as a result of the primary heat-supply. The weak 

solution goes through a heat exchanger and an expansion valve to the 

absorber. The evaporated working medium condenses during heat emission 

I Condenser I 

Drying 
process 

- O " 
Moist air 

Dry air 

Fig. 1. Closed absorption system 
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in the condenser and goes, via a heat exchanger and an expansion valve, to 
the evaporator. 

Evaporation takes place in conditions of low pressure and low 
temperature during the supply o f waste heat. The evaporated working 
medium flows to the absorber, where it is absorbed by the weak solution 

during the heat emission. The strong solution goes back to the generator and 
the cycle is completed. 

2.3 Open absorption system 

In the open absorption system (Fig. 2), the main difference compared with the 

closed system is that the absorption solution is in direct contact wi th an 
external process in the absorber. The external system produces the working 
medium, and therefore the evaporator can be excluded. Only the solution is 

recirculated, and the working medium is separated f r o m the system after the 
condenser. 

Compared with the closed system, this has several advantages. There are 
fewer technical parts, which means lower investment costs. Direct contact 

with an external system results in a decreasing overall heat-transfer 
coefficient. A large contact surface is created because the solution medium 
exists as droplets. Hence a more effective absorber is achieved. The absorber 

pressure is around one bar, which means that only a simple construction is 
necessary. The absorber works as a scrubber on pollutants f rom the external 
system. 

However, there are also some disadvantages. Losses of the solution 
medium occur in the generator and absorber. W i t h demisters it is possible to 

keep them at a low, acceptable level. I t is not possible to change the absorber 

Evaporator 

Fig. 2. Open absorption system. 
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pressure. There is foul ing o f the solution medium f r o m the external system, 

which can be avoided by cleaning the external system before the absorber. 

The open system demands an external system in the gas phase. 

The open system is specially fitted in drying processes using air for the 

transport of the water. The water is separated f r o m the air and taken up by 

the absorption solution during adiabatic conditions. This means that the air 

coming out of the absorber has a higher temperature level and a lower 

amount of water. Therefore i t is possible to recirculate the air in the external 

system, which means a radical reduction of the heat demand in the dryer. 

The water is separated f r o m the absorption solution in the generator by the 

heat supplied mainly for the evaporation. This heat is utilized in the 

condenser. 

Drying processes consume great quantities of heat, and in Sweden, fo r 

example, drying accounts for 10% o f the total energy needs for industry. I n 

all types o f industrial drying, air is used for the water transport. 

3 P H Y S I C A L B A C K G R O U N D 

The absorption of water f r o m humidified air by a solution involves one 

soluble component (water vapour) in a gas mixture (air 4-water vapour) 

being dissolved in the absorption solution. The absorption is a physical 

phenomenon created by the partial pressure difference. The mass transfer 

process involves also a reaction where the solution's heat is set free. 

The transfer o f mass by convection can be treated in a similar manner as 

the transfer of heat. The relationship between the species transfer rate and 

concentration gradient is known as Fick's law: 1 

N" - - / ) 
dy 

where ATA is the molar flux of species A in the direction y (kmol/s m 2 ) , dCJdy 

is the concentration gradient (kmol /m 3 /m) and D A B is the binary diffusion 

coefficient (m 2/s). 

The local mass-transfer coefficient hm is defined as 2 

-D\B(dCJdy)y = 0 

where C A s is the molar concentration at the surface (kmol /m 3 ) and C A - Q C is 

the molar concentration in the free stream (kmol /m 3 ) . 

The driving potential in the mass-transfer process is therefore the 

concentration potential: 

^A = Ä m ^ ( C A , s - C A , J 
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where NA is the molar transfer rate of A (kmol/s), hm is the average 

convection mass-transfer coefficient (m/s) and A is the area of transfer (m 2 ) . 
The molar concentration at the surface can be determined f r o m the 

vapour pressure, assuming that the vapour approximates to a perfect gas: 

r = P M 
A s RTS 

where Psat(TJ is the vapour pressure corresponding to saturation at 7̂  and R 
is the universal gas constant. 

The partial pressure Pv can be calculated f r o m 

( b = P. 
9 PsJ?s) 

where </> is the relative humidity at 7 .̂ 
The concentration in air and l iquid changes in two spatial directions in the 

cross-flow absorber, and the analysis is therefore complex. One way to 
simplify the calculations is to divide the absorber into unit volumes so small 

that the important physical properties remain constant in each. 3 , 4 

4 E X P E R I M E N T S 

4.1 Experimental set-up 

Figure 3 shows the main parts of the pilot plant. These are as follows: fan for 
air circulation (1), bypass circuit for air-flow control (2), electric air heater (3), 
humidifier (4), absorbers (5,6), generator (7), vessel for concentrated solution 
(8), circulation pump (9), dosing pump (10), heat exchanger (11) and vessel for 

diluted solution (12). 
The dryer in a real production process is replaced by the humidifier. The 

wet air (with manually controlled RH-value) flows to the cross-flow 

absorbers where the absorption process takes place. The dried air goes to the 
fan and, via the heater, back to the humidifier in a closed loop. 

Concentrated solution f r o m vessel (8) is pumped to absorber (6). The 
solution overflows f r o m absorber (6) to absorber (5). Diluted solution f r o m 

absorber (5) goes to vessel (12), on to generator (7) and finally back to vessel 
(8). The cross-flow absorbers (5,6) are filled up wi th plastic packings wetted 

by the absorption solution vertically f r o m the top. The air flow goes in a 

horizontal direction through the absorber. The packings create surface 

expansion and a l iquid surface renewal, which are important factors for the 
absorption efficiency. The heat exchanger (11) is used for cooling the 

absorption solution and thereby the air flow. 
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Ml l 

7 

får* i - " i 

( t 

f r 
Fig. 3. Laboratory absorption pilot plant. 

4.2 Measurement set-up 

Figure 4 shows the measurement set-up for the pilot plant. The air flow is 

calculated f r o m measurements carried out wi th a micromanometer and a 
Prandtl tube, traversed in the vertical and horizontal directions (1). The air 
temperature is measured with pt-100 gauges continuously at three vertical 
points in the channel cross-section (2), in order to eliminate the influence of 

temperature stratification. The relative humidity (RH) is measured with 

three different types o f RH-meter, a Psychrometer (3) (dry- and wet-bulb 
temperature), a capacitive hygrometer (4) and a thermo-hygrometer (5). The 
static pressure difference over the absorber is measured wi th a micro-

manometer. 
The concentrated solution flow to the absorber is stationary (both wi th 

respect to mass flow and concentration), adjusted to a requested value and 

measured manually (6) before each experiment. The internal l iquid flow in 
the absorber is measured by means of the pressure difference across a 

calibrated valve (7). The diluted solution flow f r o m the absorber is measured 

manually in a calibrated vessel. The l iquid temperatures (8) are registered 
continuously at different points in the plant. L iqu id samples (9) are taken out 

f r o m the system at certain times for determination of the density, in order to 

obtain the concentration. 
A personal computer is used for the handling o f data. Measurements are 

made every 10 seconds, and average values are calculated every minute and 

stored. 
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Fig. 4. Measurement set-up for the pilot plant. 

The absolute humidity is calculated f r o m the RH-value and dry-bulb 

temperature. These values are recalculated on the basis o f actual air 
temperature (2), and thereby it is possible to compare the different types of 
RH-meter used in the experiments. 

Measurements o f high RH-values at temperatures exceeding 40°C have 
high inaccuracies due to uncertainties in the temperature determination. I t is 

therefore necessary to verify the RH-values. This can be done by a l iquid 
mass balance. The absorbed amount o f water is calculated f rom the 

difference between the inlet and outlet l iquid f low to the absorber. This is 
equal to the difference in the absolute humidity in the air multiplied by the 
mass flow. A t higher l iquid flows it is more practical to determine the 
concentrat ion of the solution medium. F r o m the mass flow and 

concentration values, i t is possible to verify the RH-values. 
Another possibility is to use the fact that the process is almost adiabatic. 

The energy equation gives the constant enthalpy o f the air passing through 
the absorber. Latent and sensible heats f r o m the solution medium and heat 
f r o m the circulation pump are balanced by heat losses f r o m the absorber. 

The process is not adiabatic when the heat exchanger (11) is used. A n 

energy balance for the heat exchanger gives the enthalpy difference for the 
air. 

4.3 Experiments with varying concentrations of solution medium 

These experiments start wi th the absorber (5) being filled up with a 

concentrated solution medium. Absorber (6) is not used during these 
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experiments. There is no supply of solution, so it is gradually diluted through 
absorption of water f r o m the humidified air. 

Each experiment is carried out under stationary conditions. Tempera
tures, velocities and RH-values o f the inlet air are varied in different 

experiments. Temperatures, flows, RH-values and pressure differences over 
the absorber are determined, and samples are taken out regularly in order to 
obtain the concentration of the outlet liquid-flow. 

The empirical relation between the concentration of the l iquid and the 
recalculated outlet RH-value for the air can now be presented. 

4.4 Experiments with constant concentration of solution medium 

These experiments are carried out in the same way as in Section 4.3, the only 
difference being that the concentrated solution is continuously supplied to 

the absorbers. The important measurement period is when steady-state 
conditions are reached. 

Temperatures, flows, RH-values and pressure differences over the 
absorbers are measured. Samples are taken out regularly in order to 

determine the concentration o f the inlet and outlet liquid-flow. The 
fo l lowing parameters are studied: 

—Concentration of the absorption solution. 
—Internal circulation flow in the absorber. 

—RH-values and temperatures of the inlet air. 
— A i r velocity. 
—One or two absorbers. 

2675 

Fig. 5. Absorber with different packing depths. 
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—Packing depth. 

—Dissipation o f solution f r o m the absorber. 

—Different types o f packing. 

The packing depth is varied by changing the wetted area for each absorber 
in stages—each stage representing one quarter of the total packing depth 
(Fig. 5). The dissipation of the solution is investigated by putting a cooled 

plate across the air stream after the absorber. The condensate is analysed for 
different air velocities, internal circulation flows and varying demister 
depths. The non-wetted part of the packing works as a demister. 

5 RESULTS A N D DISCUSSION 

5.1 Adiabatic absorption conditions 

The relation between the concentration of the absorption solution and the 

RH-value for the outlet air is shown in Fig. 6. The continuous line represents 
results f r o m experiments wi th varying concentrations o f solution medium, 

and the dots represent results during constant conditions. The influence of 
temperature, flow and RH-value for the inlet air was examined. The results 
are independent o f variations o f those parameters and consequently the 

working line was obtained for each experiment. The temperature was varied 

Outlet air 
(% RH) 

50 

25 4 

20 H i 1 1 1 I i ! I 

55 60 65 70 75 

Liquid concentration (% by weight) 

Fig. 6. Absorption solution versus the RH-value for the outlet air. 
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between + 30 and + 65°C, the air flow between 2000 and 5000 m 3 / h , and the 

RH-value between 40% and 100% R H . 
The graph in Fig. 6 represents results f r o m around for ty different 

experiments. Another ten experiments indicate results that are approxi
mately 6% R H lower for the whole measurement area. This difference is due 
to the absorption solution becoming polluted after the first ten experiments. 

5.2 Non-adiabatic absorption conditions 

When using heat exchanger (11) in the experiments, the solution, and thereby 
also the air flow through the absorber, is cooled. The process is therefore 

non-adiabatic. 
For temperatures around + 3 0 ° C , 40% to 50% R H and an air flow o f 

3600 m 3 / h the results in Fig. 6 are repeated. However, the absorption 
capacity is considerably increased due to the cooling. The results in Fig. 7 
illustrate a difference of about 300% in absorption capacity compared wi th 

adiabatic conditions. 

5.3 Dissipation of solution medium 

The open absorption system requires that there is no (or negligible) 

dissipation of the absorption solution, because o f the costs and the negative 

influence on the external system caused by dissipation. 

Temperature ( ° C ) 

0,000 0,010 0.020 0.030 

x (kg/kg) 

Fig. 7. Adiabatic (A) and non-adiabatic (B) absorption process in the Mollier diagram. Inlet 

air conditions: + 3 1 ° C , 45% R H . 
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Dissipation 
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velocity (m/s) 

Fig. 8. Dissipation of the solution medium versus mean velocity in the absorber. 

The dissipation o f the solution medium increases strongly for velocities 
exceeding 2 m/s, as shown in Fig. 8. A demister can be used to reduce the 
dissipation. The influence o f one type can be studied by using the non-wetted 

back part o f the packing as a demister. I t is possible to decrease the rate o f 
dissipation by about 99%, by using a packing depth of 350 mm, i.e. one 

quarter o f the total packing depth. Increasing the depth gives only a small 
improvement. 

For the results in Table 1, the air velocity (which is related to the total 

T A B L E 1 
Dissipation versus Demister Depth 

Absorption Demister Dissipat ion 
flow depth 

(m*/hm2) (mm) [gl litre (%) 
condensate) 

4-6 — 9-51 

4-5 350 015 98-5 
6-9 — 10-75 — 
70 350 004 99-7 

6-7 650 002 99-8 
6-9 950 001 99-9 
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cross-sectional area in the absorber) is kept constant at 2-0 m/s. Inlet air 
temperature is + 39°C, and inlet moisture content 95-98% R H . The pressure 
drop is almost constant since the packing depth is unchanged. 

To get absolute values for the dissipation, it is necessary to use isokinetic 
specimens. Experiments carried out wi th this technique, during equal 

conditions, as in Table 1, and wi th a demister depth of 350 mm, show that the 
dissipation o f the solution medium is about 300 ßg per m 3 o f air coming out 
of the absorber. For example, a plant wi th an air f low o f 10000 m 3 / h wi l l 
have a loss o f 25-30 kg of absorption solution over one year. These losses are 

negligible. 

5.4. Liquid flow in the absorber 

This has an influence on the absorption capacity. The minimum flow 

required to achieve the working line is about 1 0 m 3 / h m 2 for an air velocity 

around 2 m/s. A n increased l iquid flow gives a greater rate of dissipation 

since the free cross-sectional area for the air is less, and this implies higher air 

velocities. 

5.5 Packing depth 

The absorption process is mainly based on diffusion, which means that the 
contact time, and therefore the packing depth, influence the efficiency. To 

keep the efficiency high through the packing depth, one can use a 

countercurrent flow between the air and the l iquid. 
The fol lowing parameters are constant: air velocity 2 0 m/s, saturated inlet 

air + 3 9 ° C , l iquid flow 7 m 3 / h m 2 and concentration of absorption solution 

60% by weight. 
The results indicate that 7 1 % of the total absorption (for a maximum 

packing depth of 1200 mm) takes place in the first quarter of the packing (see 
Fig. 5), 23% in the next quarter (94% for the first half) , and 3% in the third 

and four th quarters respectively. 
W i t h two absorbers in series, i t is possible to study the influence o f the 

packing depth. The air flow and inlet air conditions are the same as 

previously. Decreasing the packing depth o f the second absorber to a 
quarter reduces the capacity of this absorber by 28%. Decreasing the 
packing depth of the first absorber to a quarter reduces its capacity by 25%. 

Together the results give a decreased total absorption capacity of 9%, when 

the total packing depth is reduced by 75%. 
The difference in absorption capacity between the two absorbers is due to 

the difference in RH-value for the inlet air. The reduced capacity for the first 
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absorber results in a higher RH-value for the inlet air to the second absorber, 

which means a bigger driving force and therefore an increased absorption. 

The total capacity is consequently reduced only by a small amount. 

5.6 Different types of packings 

The influence of three different types of packing in a cross-flow absorber was 

studied (Fig. 9). Previous results are based on the Telpac packing. 
The experiments show that packings A and B give almost the same 

capacity for the absorber. The RH-value for the outlet air, when using 
packing C, is around 2% higher, which means a lower absorption capacity. 

This can be seen in Table 2. One can also detect a greater difference between 
the packings when the packing depth is decreased. The absorption velocity is 

lower as the contact between air and solution becomes poorer. 
The Telpac packing (A) has a pressure drop o f around 140Pa/m, and 

packing C has a pressure drop of the same order. Packing B has a pressure 

drop 28 times greater than packing A , mainly due to the fact that the air flow 
in packing B has a much longer path, wi th many bends, through the 
absorber. However, the absorption capacity o f packing B is no better than 

that of packing A . The lowest dissipation is obtained with packing A and the 

highest wi th packing B. 
The results show clearly that packing A (i.e. Telpac) functions best in these 

tests. 

(A) (B) (C) 

Fig. 9. Packings. A: Telpac (Telko O Y ) ; B: C10.19 (Munter AB); C ; C20.30 (Munter AB). 
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T A B L E 2 
Capacity for Different Packings 

Packing Inlet Outlet Packing Difference to Difference 

depth full packing to packing 

Temp. '. VoRH Temp. %RH depth A 

rø (%) r o (%) (%) (%) 

A 37 99 55 301 1 

A 37 100 55 331 1/2 2-5 — 

A 37 100 53 38-0 1/4 8-0 — 

B 36 98 54 32-3 1 — + 2 

B 36 98 53 36-7 1/2 4-5 + 4 

B 37 99 50 43-7 1/4 120 + 8 

C 36 100 55 30-7 1 — 0 

C 36 100 54 330 1/2 2-4 - 0 1 

C 37 100 52 36-7 1/4 6-7 -1 -3 

5.7 Discussion and conclusions 

The RH-value for the air f r o m the absorber is directly related to the 

concentration of the absorption solution (Fig. 6). In order to get the highest 
absorption capacity one should work wi th as high a concentration as 
possible. Crystallization problems l imi t the upper value to around 75% by 

weight. Experiments in the pilot plant show that it is possible to dry air f r o m 

saturation down to an RH-value o f around 20%. 
The relation between the RH-value and concentration for the absorption 

solution is not influenced by the temperature. A non-adiabatic absorption 
process increases the capacity and is to be preferred because the heat thus 

produced can be utilized. 
The minimum internal circulation flow, according to the literature 

studied, is 10 m 3 / h m 2 for cross-flow scrubbers, and this has been verified in 
the present experiments. Flows over this value give only small improvements 

in the capacity. 
The air velocity recommended in the literature studied is 2 m/s for cross-

flow scrubbers,5 and this has also been verified. Experiments in the pilot 
plant wi th velocities o f around 4 m/s show that the working line is still 
achieved, but the rate o f dissipation increases about 70 times. 

The cross-flow absorber always demands a demister in order to achieve 
negligible solution losses. When using a non-wetted packing as a demister, 
the packing depth should be around 300 mm: increasing the depth gives only 
small improvements. W i t h a correctly designed demister it is always possible 

to keep the dissipation at a low or negligible level. 
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The absorption is a relatively fast process when the driving force is big. 

Therefore the absorber should be built up in several different steps, each wi th 
a small packing depth and coupled in series to obtain the greatest possible 
concentration differences. 

Almost all drying processes use air for the transport of water. They 
normally consume great amounts o f heat since the vaporization heat cannot 
be used. The open absorption system utilizes the heat, and this is why this 

drying process demands only 10% of the initial energy input. The primary 
heat supply in the generator is utilized to almost 100% in the condenser. 

For drying processes using air for the transport of water, and 
temperatures under + 1 0 0 ° C , there wi l l always be considerable air flows, 
since the water content for each unit of air is small. Low air velocities in the 

absorber mean a large cross-sectional area, and hence high investment costs. 
Therefore it is necessary to work with absorbers that can handle high air 
velocities and have acceptable pressure drops. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes an experimental study of four different absorber 
designs in this type of system: cross-current and counter-current packed-
bed absorbers, the spray absorber and fluid-bed absorber. 

In a laboratory pilot, plant, working lines for the absorbers were deter
mined under adiabatic conditions. The influences of internal solution flow, 
gas flow, pressure drop and dissipation are discussed. 

The working lines represent the efficiency for each absorber. The 
highest performance occurs with the packed-bed absorbers, followed by the 
fluid-bed absorber and finally the spray absorber. 

For open absorption systems in air-conditioning applications (small 
scale), the cross-current absorber is preferable, and for industrial utiliza
tion (large scale) the fluid-bed absorber should be chosen. 

The open absorption system1 (Fig. 1) consists of three parts: absorber, 

generator and condenser. The working medium (moisture in drying pro
cesses) is produced by an external system, which is a substitute for the 
evaporator in the closed cycle and is absorbed by the weak solution in 
the absorber, the strong solution goes to the generator, where evapora
tion occurs as a result o f the primary-heat supply. Only the solution is 

recirculated; the working medium is separated f rom the system after the 
condenser. 

Compared with the closed system, the open system has several advan
tages. Direct contact wi th an external system results in an increased over

all heat-transfer coefficient. A large contact-surface is created because the 
solution medium exists as droplets. Hence, a more effective absorber is 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 
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I Condenser I 

Drying 
process 

Moist air 

Dry air 

Fig. 1. Open absorption system 

achieved. The absorber pressure is near atmospheric and, therefore, a 
simple construction can be used. The open system has fewer technical 

parts, which means lower total investment cost. 
However, there are some disadvantages. Losses o f the solution 

medium occur in the generator and absorber; these can be reduced by 

demisters. I t is not possible to change the absorber pressure. Fouling o f 
the solution medium f r o m the external system tends to happen; this can 

be avoided by regular cleaning o f the external system. 
The open system is specially fi t ted for drying processes. Almost all 

drying processes use air for the transport o f water. For low temperatures, 

there wi l l always be considerable air flows, since the water content fo r 
each unit of dry air is small. Low gas velocities in the absorber mean a 

large cross-sectional area, and hence high investment costs. Therefore, i t 
is necessary to use absorbers that can handle high gas velocities and have 
acceptable pressure drops. The open absorption system can be used in 
several different drying applications wi th varying process limitations, so 
it is necessary to study different absorber designs. 

ABSORBER D E S I G N 

During the last 10 years, comprehensive research work has been carried out 

on the open absorption system at the University of Technology in Luleå 
Sweden. This work has focused on a system with a cross-current absorber.1 

This absorber construction wil l be used for reference in this paper. 

The open absorption system demands a high absorption efficiency (i.e. 

a high water-absorbing ability), high gas velocity, low pressure-drop, 
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Co-current Counter-current Cross-current 

Fig. 2. Packed-bed absorbers. 

handling o f pollutant gas and negligible dissipation of the solution 

medium. A literature study 2 resulted in a few interesting prospective 
absorber constructions. 

Packed-bed absorber 

This is characterized by a simple and flexible construction and a low 
pressure-drop. The absorber consists o f a channel, filled wi th packings, 
to create good contact between the solution and the gas. The flow direc

t ion for the solution versus the gas flow gives the absorbers different 
names, the most interesting o f which are counter-current and cross-cur
rent absorbers (see Fig. 2). 

The most important function for the packing is the 'surface renewal 
phenomenon' introduced by Danckwerts. 3 The solution flow is disturbed 

by the packings, and new droplets wi l l continuously be produced all the 
way down the absorber. The fresh solution surface wi l l create an efficient 
mass-transfer. 

Since the pressure drop for a packed bed is low, it is important wi th 
regard to efficiency that the gas flow is homogeneous before entering 
the absorber. The ratio o f the packing size to the absorber diameter is 
normally 4 less than 1 : 8 in order to ensure a un i fo rm flow in the packing. 
I t is also important that the solution flow is uni form over the packed 

bed, which can easily be achieved wi th nozzles, but these have the disad
vantage o f high pressure-drops (-0-5 bar). Perforated trays cause much 

lower pressure-drops (negligible compared with those associated wi th 
nozzles), but wi th these it is more difficult to obtain a un i form flow. 

I t is possible fo r a cross-current absorber to yield several different 
solution concentrations and, therefore, work with large driving forces. 
The low pressure-drop for cross-current absorbers, i.e. 1/4 to 1/2 of that 
achieved at comparable flows in counter-current systems (see Table 1), 
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T A B L E I. 
Comparison of Cross-current and Counter-current Absorbers 5 

Design consideration Cross-current Counter-current 

Gas-solution ratio High Lower 
Large driving-force Efficient Efficient 
Small driving-force Less efficient Efficient 
Pressure drop for gas Small Large 
Absorber size and area Small Smaller 
Solution's power requirement Same Same 
Number of product streams Several One 

depends on the fact that the solution and gas do not interact in the same 
way. 6 

When scaling up packed beds, the efficiency is decreased due to the 
segregated flows. 7 

Spray absorber 

In spray absorbers, the solution feed consists o f droplets fal l ing f r o m the 
top, and the gas flows in a counter-current direction (see Fig. 3). Theo

retically the rate o f mass transfer is proportional to the solution-gas 
interface. A feed wi th many droplets causes a large contact surface. 

However, when the surface is close to equilibrium, new molecules can 
only be absorbed i f diffusion to the centre of the drop takes place. This is 
the main reason for the low efficiency of spray absorbers. Particles on the 
drop surface w i l l , furthermore, decrease the performance. 

This diffusion explanation is contradicted by a theory maintaining that 

Solution feed 

Gas 

Fig. 3. Spray absorber. 
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vortex flow inside the drops results in a mass-transfer process more 

efficient than the diffusion process. I n the layer outside the drop, a non-
condensable concentration in the gas phase develops. The accumulation 

results in a mass-transfer resistance and a consequent reduction in the 
transport rates. Turbulent flow tends to break down this layer and the 
efficiency w i l l increase.8 

The characteristic of spray absorbers are: 

• Low gas-phase pressure drop 

• Low efficiency—according to the diffusion explanation 
• Low gas velocity 

• Free f r o m potential plugging 
• Simple construction 

Spray absorbers can be an interesting choice due to their low invest
ment costs, i f their efficiencies are acceptable. 

Fluid-bed absorber 

These, like catenary grid scrubbers (CGS) (see Fig. 4), fu l f i l many o f the 
requirements for the absorber. 

When an open mesh is hung f r o m a circular r im, it assumes the shape 
o f a catenary. This catenary shape approximates the mirror image o f the 

velocity profile o f the gas. The solution is fed above the grids. The rising 
gas draws the feed solution across the grids and causes it to fluidize. The 
solution leaving the grids coalesces to large droplets and drains by grav

ity out of the contact region. Mult iple-grid pairs can be used i f desired 
and the solution is fed in above the top grid pair. 

Solution 
feed 

Gas 

Fig. 4. Catenary grid absorber. 
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The characteristics for CGS 9 are: 

• High gas-velocity 
• Low gas-phase pressure-drop 
• High efficiency 
• Free f r o m potential plugging 
• Simple construction 

E X P E R I M E N T S 

Experimental set-up 

The main parts o f the pilot plant—see Fig. 5—are as follows: fre
quency-controlled fan for gas circulation (1), humidifier (2), absorber (3), 

demister wi th zigzag baffle (4), absolute filter (5), generator and vessel for 

concentrated solution (6), circulation pump (7), dosing pump (8), and 
vessel for diluted solution (9). 

The wet air (with manually controlled relative humidity ( R H ) value) 
flows to the absorber, where the absorption process takes place. The 
dried air goes via the demister and absolute filter to the fan, and back to 

the humidifier in a closed loop. 

©-<$>-

I Humidifier 

C D 
Diluted 
solution 

Absolute 
^filter 

Demister 

Absorber 
J 

C D 
Generator/ 
concentrated 
solution 

Fig. 5. Laboratory absorption pilot-plant. 
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Concentrated solution f r o m vessel (6) is pumped to the absorber. 
Diluted solution f r o m the absorber goes to vessel (9), and subsequently 

to the generator. 

Measurement set-up 

The gas flow is calculated f r o m measurements wi th a cross-tubing and a 

micromanometer (1)—see Fig. 6. The gas temperature is measured 
continuously at three vertical points in the channel cross-section (2), in 

order to eliminate the influence o f temperature stratification. The R H is 
measured wi th two different types of R H meter, a Psychrometer (3) (dry-
and wet-bulb temperature) and a capacitive hygrometer (4). The static 
pressure-drop over the absorber is measured wi th a micromanometer. 

The concentrated solution flow to the absorber is constant (with 
respect to both mass flow and concentration) and is adjusted to a re
quested value, measured manually (5) before and after each experiment. 

The internal solution flow in the absorber is measured by a rotameter (6). 
The solution temperatures (7) are registered continuously at different 
points in the plant. Solution samples (8) are taken f r o m the system for 
determination o f the density, in order to obtain the concentration. 

The pilot plant is equipped wi th seven Pt-100 gauges, 20 thermo
couples and one R H meter. A personal computer is used for the 

Humidifier 

( 1 f \ 

Diluted Generator/ . 
solution concentrated 

solution 

I J 

Fig. 6. Measurement set-up for the pilot plant. 
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collection and evaluation of data. Measurements are made every 12 s, 

and average values are calculated every minute and stored. 
The absolute humidity is calculated f r o m the R H value and dry-bulb 

temperature. These values are recalculated on the basis o f actual mean 
gas temperature (2), and thereby; it is possible to compare the different 

types of R H meter used in the experiments. 
Measurements o f high R H values at temperatures over 40°C tend to 

be inaccurate due to the uncertainties in the temperature determination. 

I t is, therefore, necessary to verify the R H values. One possibility is to 
use the fact that the process is almost adiabatic. The energy equation 
gives the constant enthalpy fo r the gas passing through the absorber. 

Latent and sensible heat f r o m the solution medium and heat f r o m the 
circulation pump are balanced by heat losses f r o m the absorber. 

Experimental procedure 

A l l absorbers are built wi th an envelope surface of Plexiglas to make 

visualization and photography possible. 
The cross-current absorber used has a packed bed with the dimensions 

1-20 m X 0-22 m X 0-25 m ( L x W X H ) . A uni form inlet-gas f low is 
guaranteed by a constant pressure drop over the inlet zone. Experiments 
were carried out wi th two different distributors for the absorption solu

tion, nozzles and perforated trays. Saddle- and Rosette-type (Telpac 1) 

packings were studied. 
Experiments wi th the remaining absorbers, i.e. the counter-current 

packed bed, spray and CGS, were carried out in a tube with a diameter 
o f 0-30 m and a total length of 2-10 m. The solution was distributed by a 
nozzle. The gas was supplied through a tube-type distributor 1 0 , and for 
spray- and CGS- types also without i t . The distributor was used for the 

purpose of creating un i fo rm inlet-gas flow, avoiding contact between the 
gas and solution before the active part o f the absorber, and in the 
counter-current case by a bot tom plate for the packing. The behaviour of 

the counter-current packed-bed absorber was also analysed with the 
same packings as for the cross-current design. Since the gas was recircu
lated continuously, a demister was used to separate solution drops f r o m 

the gas stream. The absolute filter (i.e. a filter wi th a minimum separa
t ion o f 99-97% for particles o f 0-3 jam size: DOP-test) was installed to 
avoid a concentration of the mist particles which passed through the 

demister. Dissipation o f solution had a negative effect on the repro
ducibility in the experiments, because it influenced the Psychrometer 

measurements. 
Each experiment was carried out under stationary conditions (i.e. satu-
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rated inlet air and a temperature of +30 to +40°C). Gas velocities of the 
inlet air and internal solution flow were varied in different experiments. 

Temperatures, flows, R H values and pressure differences over the ab

sorber were registered. 
Experiments wi th varying concentrations of solution medium started 

wi th the absorber being filled up with concentrated solution. There was 

no supply of solution, so it was gradually diluted through the absorption 
o f water f r o m the humidified air. 

Samples were taken out regularly in order to determine the concentra

t ion o f the internal solution flow and the outlet solution flow. 
Experiments, each wi th a constant concentration o f solution medium, 

were carried out in the same way as the experiments described above. 
Concentrated solution was continuously supplied to the absorbers. The 
important measurement period was when steady-state conditions were 

reached. Samples were taken in order to determine the concentration o f 
the internal-, inlet- and outlet-solution flow. 

Experiments were performed to determine the equilibrium line for the 
solution medium. The air was saturated for a short time (2-5 min) at the 
beginning of the experiment, and the absorption process was continued 

for a long time (16-18 h) so that the capacity became zero fo r the main 
duration of the experiment, i.e. the inlet and outlet conditions for the gas 
were the same. 

For every solution concentration, there is a coexisting relative-humid

ity so that no water-vapour transport occurs, i.e. the partial pressure in 
the two phases is in equilibrium. The equilibrium fo r the solution 

medium gives therefore the maximum capacity. 

RESULTS 

Equilibrium line 

The equilibrium line presented in Fig. 7 represents the linear f i t of the ex

perimental results wi th those for the cross-current packed bed. The line 
shows the capacity o f the solution medium and is, therefore, independent 
o f the absorber design. I t is impossible to reach beyond the equilibrium 
line because it represents the capacity for an absorber wi th infinite length 

or infinite contact time between the absorption solution and the gas. 

Cross-current packed-bed absorber 

The working line for the cross-current packed-bed absorber (Fig. 8) 
differs by -0-5% in R H f r o m the equilibrium line. This is independent o f 
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Fig. 7. Equilibrium line for absorption solution: solution concentration (% by weight) 
vs. outlet air humidity (% R H ) from the absorber. 

investigated packings (Saddle and Telpac) and perforated trays or nozzles 
for the solution distribution. The gas velocity was constant (-1-9 m/s) 

due to the constant cross-sectional area o f the empty absorber. The solu
tion flow in the absorber was constant at 91 m 3 /h m 2 . 

The pressure drop is around four times greater fo r Saddle packings 
than for Telpac (i.e. -450 and ~100 Pa, respectively). 

The small difference according to the equilibrium line indicates that a 
high efficiency was attained for this absorber design. 
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Fig. 8. Working line for the cross-current packed-bed absorber. 
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Fig. 9. Working line for counter-current packed-bed absorbers. 

Counter-current packed bed absorber 

The working line for this absorber (Fig. 9) differs by around 1% in R H 
f r o m the equilibrium line. This is independent o f investigated packings 
(Saddle and Telpac). The gas velocity ranged f r o m 1-4 to 1-7 m/s due to 
the cross-sectional area for the empty absorber. The solution f low in the 
absorber was constant at 25 m 3 /h m 2 . 

The pressure drop is higher in this set-up, but differs by only a factor 

o f 1 -25 between the packings (1000 versus 800 Pa for Telpac). The small 
difference depends on the fact that the solution interacts on the gas flow 

and creates a large pressure drop; i.e. the main part o f the pressure drop 
is caused by the solution. 

The small difference to the equilibrium line indicates the high efficiency 
achieved by this absorber. 

Spray absorber 

The working line for the spray absorber differs by around 7% in R H 
f r o m the equilibrium line—see Fig. 10. The gas velocity was constant at 
1 -7 m/s, over the cross-sectional area for the absorber. The solution flow in 

the absorber was constant at 25-8 m 3 /h m 2 . The outlet air humidity in
creases rapidly with increasing gas velocity, which means an even poorer 
absorber capacity. The pressure drop is almost negligible for this absorber. 

A n extra demister (15 m m thick) was installed at the top o f the 
absorber. The dissipation keeps the demister wet, and due to the low 
efficiency one could expect an improvement in performance wi th the 
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Fig. 10. Working line for spray absorbers. 

demister. Only one experiment has been performed without this demister 
(because o f dissipation problems), but no enhanced capacity has been 
registered. 

Tests wi th a lower solution flow (=13-4 m 3 /h m 2 ) indicate that no re

duction in absorber capacity occurred wi th a gas velocity of 1-7 m/s. This 

is verified in the literature. 
Experiments wi th and without the tube-type gas distributor show no 

changes in the absorber capacity. The large difference to the equilibrium 
line indicates that only a low efficiency for this absorber design was 
achieved. 

Fluid-bed absorber 

The working line for this absorber differs by around 4% in R H f r o m the 
equilibrium line. The gas velocity was 7 1 m/s without a distributor for 
the gas flow. The solution flow in the absorber was 15 m 3 /h m 2 . The grid 
consists o f a mesh, wi th 5 mm between the wires. 

A distributor fo r the gas flow wi l l increase the capacity. Experiments 
have shown that the outlet R H value (the working line) wi l l be about 2% 
R H lower for the present gas and solution flows. For reduced flows, the 

influence o f the distributor is even more extensive. 

The solution flow has a strong influence on the absorber's capacity. I n 
Fig. 11, the circles represent different solution flows (i.e. 4-5 to 15 m 3 /h m 2 ) 
at constant gas flow. Higher solution flows give an improved capacity. 
The data should be regarded as showing a tendency, which has been 

verified in several experiments, and not as absolute values. 
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Fig. 11. W o r k i n g l ine f o r f lu id -bed a b s o r b e r s . 

The gas velocity has also a strong influence on the absorber capacity. 
Increasing the velocity wi l l improve the capacity. This is verified in experi

ments up to 8 m/s. The pressure drop is rather low, around 300 Pa for a 
gas velocity o f 7 m/s. For such gas velocities, the dissipation o f solution 

is high, and demisters wi th high efficiencies are required. The alternatives 
described above to improve the capacity (i.e. for the working line to ap
proach the equilibrium line), make it possible to achieve a high efficiency 
for this absorber. 

Discussion and conclusions 

The R H value fo r the air f r o m the absorber is directly related to the 
concentration of the absorption solution. I n order to obtain the highest 
absorption capacity, one should work wi th as high a concentration as 

possible. Crystallization problems l imit the upper value to around 75%. 
Experiments in the pilot plant show that it is possible to dry air f r o m 
saturation down to a R H value o f around 20%. 

The equilibrium line for the solution and working lines for the differ

ent absorbers are plotted in Fig. 12. The working lines represent the 
efficiencies fo r the respective absorber. The highest performance was 

achieved wi th the packed-bed absorbers, followed by the fluid-bed 
absorber, and finally the spray absorber. 

The equilibrium line has been obtained f r o m experiments running for 
a long time. Even slight dissipations can, therefore, have negative 
influences on the results. The absorption solution on the wet bulb wil l 
increase the temperature and, therefore, raise the RH-value. The correct 
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Fig. 12. Compilation of working lines for studied absorbers. 

equilibrium line for the solution would probably give somewhat lower 
R H values. 

The working line for the cross-current packed-bed absorber differs 
f r o m that for earlier experiments' at higher-concentration rates. The 
working line was approximated by the method of least squares. The fact 
that there were fewer experimental results at high concentration rates is 

suppressed by the matching method. In the present pilot plant (with 
many measurements in this region), we have found a straight linear cor
relation between outlet air R H and solution concentration. The differ

ence is, therefore, traceable to the use o f different approximation 
methods. 

The counter-current packed-bed, spray absorber and, to some extent, 
the fluid-bed absorber have working lines where the gradient differs f r o m 
the equilibrium line. The deviation is unreasonable according to the equi

l ibr ium line. The results for a low solution-concentration are obtained at 
the end of the experiments and are affected by dissipation. 

The capacity for the fluid-bed absorber wi l l be improved when the gas 

or solution flow increases, which is reasonable according to the fluid-bed 
function. The maximum capacity has not been reached due to the l imita

tions in the pilot plant. A second pair o f grids wi l l at least have the same 
positive effect on the capacity as the distributor. Altogether, this means 

that the working line fo r the fluid-bed absorber wi l l be close to the equi
l ibr ium line, i.e. a high efficiency wi l l be achieved. 

The fact that there is a higher capacity for the fluid-bed absorber when 
using a distributor, but no reaction on the spray absorber capacity, prob-
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ably depends on different solution flows in the bottom of the absorbers. 
In a fluid bed, the solution is drained f r o m the absorber as droplets fo rm 

in the centre. In a spray absorber, a great amount of solution flows along 
the envelope surface at the bottom o f the absorber. In both cases, the gas 

flow direction changes 90° f r o m the incoming channel. The distributor 
creates a un i fo rm inlet-gas-flow and, therefore, i t should have a better 

overall performance. For the spray absorber, good contact between gas 
and solution is created when the inlet-gas flow is required to pass 
through a solution curtain and when the gas flow has to change direc

tion. Altogether, this compensates for the absence o f the distributor in 
the spray absorber. For the fluid-bed absorber, the contact between the 

gas and drained droplets does not have the same effect on the capacity as 
the distributor. 

For all the absorbers, where the solution and gas flow interact, dissipa
tion is severe, particularly for the fluid-bed absorber with high gas-velo

cities. Demisters with high efficiency are, therefore, a requirement for these 
absorbers. The dissipation for the cross-current packed-bed absorber, 

compared wi th the other types, is very small. I n spite o f this, the open 
absorption system always demands, even for the cross-current absorber, 

a demister in order to achieve negligible solution losses. 
In the choice between cross- and counter-current packed beds, the first 

one is preferable. A large driving force gives fast absorption and, there
fore, a l imited length for the absorber. I n practice, this is easily done for 

a cross-current packed bed by building it up in several different steps in 
series. The counter-current packed bed always works with the highest 
possible driving-force. High solution-circulation flow in the absorber im

plies a small concentration difference for the circulating solution between 
the top and bottom o f the absorber. This means that the driving force is 
almost equal for the two different absorbers. The absorption process 

works wi th the solution concentration near crystallization, so that the 
counter-current packed-bed absorber (one step) works with much larger 
solution flows to and f r o m the unit. Furthermore, the counter-current 

packed bed has a higher pressure-drop and dissipation. 
From a practical and economical point o f view, the size o f the ab

sorber is very important. 

The comparison illustrated in Fig. 13 is based on the fo l lowing as
sumptions: same total absorbed amount o f water, inlet saturated air wi th 
a temperature o f +40°C, outlet R H value equivalent to the actual work
ing line at a solution concentration o f 75% wt, adiabatic conditions, gas 

velocities and length according to the present study. 
For the counter-current packed-bed absorber, the gas velocity has been 

adjusted to the same value as the cross-current absorber. The number o f 
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Fig. 13. Comparison of relative sizes of the investigated absorbers. 

experiments for the spray absorber are few, and, furthermore, the ab
sorbers are not optimized in the study. Therefore, one should avoid 

drawing quantitative conclusions f r o m this comparison. Figure 13 shows 
that the fluid-bed absorber has a superior efficiency per unit volume and 
a simple construction, thereby implying a very low investment. 

One can also conclude that the spray absorber has the lowest efficiency 
and w i l l , furthermore, cause the external system to grow. The construc

tion is simple, but the huge size wi l l increase the investment required. 
The counter-current packed-bed absorber has approximately the same 

efficiency as the cross-current absorber. However, there is little interest 

in counter-current absorbers in open absorption systems according to 
previous discussion. 

For open absorption-systems, the study shows that the cross-current 

packed-bed absorber is to be preferred in systems wi th low gas quantities, 
for example, fo r the air conditioning in buildings. The benefits o f this 

absorber are high efficiency, low pressure drop, and, furthermore, the 
most important factor, low dissipation for gas velocities o f around 2 m/s. 

For large gas quantities in industrial applications the fluid-bed 
absorber is preferable. A high gas velocity in conjunction wi th a high 
absorption-capacity makes the size o f the absorber small. Furthermore, 
the construction is simple, wi th no potential plugging problems and 
relatively-low pressure-drop. A disadvantage is the need for a highly 

efficient demister, which increases the cost and the total pressure drop. 
Altogether, the investment for the fluid-bed absorber is much lower 

compared wi th the other absorbers studied. 
The most important negative factor for the open absorption system— 
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namely, a high investment—can be reduced considerably by using a fluid-

bed absorber. 
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A B S T R A C T 

The aim of this investigation has been to study the possibilities 

of using numerical simulations for prediction of the behaviour of 

the main part in an open absorption system, namely the absorber. 

The simulations are performed with F L O W 3 D , a commercially 

available software, run on a S U N spare work station. The simula

tions are verified by comparisons with experimental results. 

Comparisons regarding the overall capacity for the absorber 

show good agreement between simulations and experiments. It is 

possible to model the mass and heat transfer for a given absorber 

if the equilibrium line for the absorption solution is known. 

Simulations of this type should be performed with a lot of care 

and as far as possible be verified by experiments. Simulations, 

however, offer a new way of gaining knowledge about the com

plex absorption process and a possibility to study the influence of 

different parameters 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

At Luleå University of Technology, research work has been 

performed on a sorption heat pump, which utilizes an open ab

sorption process. 

The open absorption system mainly consists of the following 

three parts: absorber, generator and condenser (Fig. 1). The work

ing medium, water, is produced by an external system, which is a 

substitute for the evaporator in the closed cycle. Water in the moist 

air is absorbed by the concentrated solution in the absorber and 

from there the diluted solution goes to the generator, where evapo

ration of water occurs as a result of primary-heat supply. It is 

possible to separate the water from the solution since the absorp

tion solution has a higher boiling point than water. It is only the 

solution that is recirculated, the working medium being separated 

from the system after the condenser, where the generator heat is 

utilized. 

air 

Fig. 1. Open absorption heat pump installed in a drying process. 

The water is separated from the air and absorbed by the solution 

under adiabatic conditions. This means that the air leaving the ab

sorber has a higher temperature and a lower content of water than 

the incoming air. Therefore it is possible to recirculate the air in the 

external system, which results in a radical reduction of the heat 

demand in the drier. Driers normally consume great amounts of 

heat since the vaporization heat is available at low temperatures 

and thereby difficult to utilize. In the open absorption system the 

primary heat supplied in the generator is available at high tempe

ratures and can be utilized by condensation of pure water vapour. 

Our earlier work has focused on studies of the overall capacity 

of a system including a cross-flow absorber and an evaluation of 

the efficiency of different types of absorbers by determining the 

working line, Westerlund and Dahl [1,2]. 

The experimental results referred to in this work are valid for 

a cross-flow absorber, filled with plastic packing. The airflow is 

horizontally directed through the absorber while the absorption 

solution flows vertically. Moistured air in contact with a highly 

concentrated organic salt solution causes a mass transfer of water 

from the air to the solution. 
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The aim of this work is to study the possibilities of using 

numerical simulations for predictions of the behaviour of a cross

current absorber. The simulations are performed with F L O W 3 D , 

a commercially available software package. The calculations are 

compared with experimental results from earlier work. 

E X P E R I M E N T S 

Experimental setup 

The experimental procedure and the laboratory pilot plant, 

including the cross-flow absorber, are described in detail by 

Westerlund and Dahl [1,2]. 

The main parts of the plant are a fan for air circulation (1), a 

humidifier (2), a two-step absorber (3), a generator and vessel for 

concentrated solution (6) and a vessel for diluted solution (9) (Fig. 

2). 

CD 
© - c f ) Demister I 

Absolute 
^filter j 

Demister I 

C D 

•8* 
CD 

Diluted 
solution 

CD 
Genentor/ 
concentrated 
solution 

© 

Fig. 2. Laboratory absorption pilot plant 

The dryer in a real plant is in the pilot plant replaced by the 

humidifier (2). The moist air passes the cross-flows absorber, 

where the absorption takes place, and the dried air flow from the 

absorber goes back to the humidifier in a closed loop. 

Concentrated solution is pumped from the generator to the ab

sorber. Diluted solution from the absorber goes to the vessel (9) 

and then to the generator where the absorbed water is separated 

from the solution by heat supply. 

The absorber design is shown in Fig. 3. The absorber is filled 

up with Rosette-type packing (Telpac), which is wetted by the 

absorption solution and creates a good contact with the airflow. 

The most important function of the packing is the 'surface renewal 

phenomenon' described by Danckwerts [3]. The solution flow is 

affected by the packing, and new droplets will continuously be 

produced all the way down the absorber. The fresh solution sur

face will create an efficient mass- and heat-transfer. 

Fig. 3. The cross-current absorber. 

Measurements 

Al l important parameters such as temperature, relative humid

ity, air velocity, internal circulation flow of absorption solution 

and pressure drop are continuously recorded under steady state 

conditions. Samples of the absorption solution are taken manually 

in order to determine the concentration. The packing depth in the 

air flow direction is varied by step-by-step changes of the wetted 

area at the top, where each stage represents about one quarter of 

the total packing depth. 

The dissipation of absorption solution with the outgoing air is 

determined by analysing the electric conductivity of the con

densed water vapour in the air leaving the absorber. 

Experimental results 

The relative humidity (RH) of the outgoing air from the ab

sorber is found to be directly related to the concentration of the 

absorption solution. Experiments show that it is possible to de

humidify air from saturation down to a relative humidity of 

around 20%. 

T 
70 75 

(% by weight) 

Fig. 4. Working line for the cross-current packed bed absorber, 

RH-value for outlet air versus solution concentration. 

The equilibrium line for the solution and working line for the 

absorber are plotted in Fig. 4. The working line represents the cap-
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acity of the absorber, while the equlibrium line shows the capacity 

of an absorber with infinite length or infinite contact time between 

the absorption solution and the air. 

The influence on capacity of different packing depth and there

by different contact time between the air and the absorption sol

ution was also studied. The results indicate that 71% of the total 

absorption rate given by the working line take place in the first 

quarter of the packing, 23% in the next quarter, and 3% in each of 

the third and fourth quarters respectively. 

The pressure drop across the absorber with an air velocity of 2 

m/s and a liquid flow of 10 mVh, m 2 (in the liquid flow direction) 

is about 100 Pa for the entire packing. 

It is difficult to measure accurate values for the dissipation rate 

since it is not homogeneously distributed in the airflow leaving the 

absorber. Furthermore, the absolute values are very small. With an 

air velocity of 2.0 m/s, measurements show a dissipation rate of 

about 350 mg absorption solution per kg of air leaving the ab

sorber. 

P H Y S I C A L B A C K G R O U N D 

in the surrounding air is determined from equation (2) since x is 

known. 

The inter-phase heat transfer coefficient h c can in the C F D S be 

correlated in terms of a Nusselt number based on the particle 

diameter, d, and the thermal conductivity, k, in the air Nu = 

where Nu is obtained from the correlation of Ranz and Marshall: 

/Vu = 2 + 0 . 6 Ä e 0 5 / > r ° 3 (5) 

The Reynold number Re for flow of air around the droplets is 

defined as Re = where v is the relative velocity of the 
H 

two phases. Pr is the Prandtl number for humidified air. 

An opportunity to use constant heat transfer coefficient or con

stant Nusselt number is also provided. 

The absorption process also includes a heat transport from the 

air to the solution since water vapour is condensed to liquid as it 

absorbs on the solution surface. 

The absorption process involves one soluble component (wa

ter vapour) in a gas mixture (dry air + water vapour) being dis

solved in a hygroscopic solution (organic salt + water). The 

absorption is a physical phenomenon induced by the partial press

ure difference between the water vapour close to the liquid surface 

and the water vapour in the surroundings. 

Assuming ideal gas behaviour for humidified air and using 

JV 
Dalton's law ( p M B ( = £ / > , ). m a k e >' p ° s s > D l e t 0 establish basic 

i=i 
equations for the humidified air. 

The relative humidity ø is defined as: 

= 100 

Qabs = mats • (r + c p . s t e a m • ( T - Tref )) (6) 

(1) 

This amount of heat is removed from the air-vapour mixture by 

reducing the content of vapour in the air. During this process the 

air temperature will remain constant This heat transfer to the 

droplets will increase the temperature of the liquid, which increas

es the temperature difference to the air and thereby the convective 

heat transfer back to the air, but it will also result in a decreased 

mass transfer due to a decreased difference in partial pressure. 

For long contact time between the solution and the air steady 

state conditions will be reached with these two counteracting 

phenomena having the same magnitude. The absorption process 

will therefore take place under essentially adiabatic conditions. 

The absolute water content x : 

_Ev_ x _ Mwater 
Mdryair Pt~Pv 

The enthalpy h for humidified air is defined as: 

(2) 

h = c r 

'dry air 
, ( T - T r e f ) + x - ( r + c - ( T - T r e f ) ) (3) 

The absorption rate r h a b s can be calculated using the analogy 

between heat and mass transfer and assuming a Lewis factor about 

unity, Perry [4]: 

mabs : 
A • h r M v 

Cp L e f M a 

^v,a 

Pt-Pv, l 

P v , l 

Pt-Pv,l J 
(4) 

The RH-value from the equilibrium line for the absorption sol

ution and equation (1) determines the partial pressure of the 

vapour near the hquid surface. The partial pressure for the vapour 

N O M E N C L A T U R E 

0 Relative humidity 

x absolute water content 

h specific enthalpy 

rh a(, s mass transfer rate 

Q a 5 S heat transfer rate 

T absolute temperature 

T f reference temperature, 273,15 

universal gas constant 

partial pressure for water vapour in 

surrounding air 

partial pressure for water vapour in air 

near liquid surface 

total pressure in humidifed air 

partial pressure for water vapour in 

saturated conditions 

Ler Lewis factor 

c p mean specific heat for humidified air 

R 
Pv.a 

Pv.l 

P, 

P, 

(%RH) 

(kg of water/kg of 

dry air) 

(kJ/kg of dry air) 

(kg/s) 

(W) 

( K ) 

( K ) 

(kJ/kmol ,K) 

(Pa) 

(Pa) 

(Pa) 

(Pa) 

(J/kg dry air, K ) 
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c p , l m m specific heat for water vapour 

hc convective heat transfer coefficient 

A interfacial area 

M molecule weight for specific gas 

r latent heat at reference temperature 

N U M E R I C A L S I M U L A T I O N S 

(McgJC) 

(W/m2,K) 

(m2) 

(kg/kmol) 

(J/kg) 

The software 

The simulations are performed with the commercially avail

able software F L O W 3 D , Release 3.4 from A E A T E C H N O L 

O G Y , Harwell Laboratory U K [5]. Most of the calculations are ran 

on a S U N Sparc I P X workstation but there is also the possibility 

of running them on an I B M R S 6000, which decreases the com

putation time necessary for simulations by a factor of about 11. 

The software, which permits fully 3-dimensional simulations, 

includes a module for pre-processing (geometry and grid genera

tion), a solution module and a module for post-processing (graphic 

presentation of results). 

Boundary-fitted co-ordinates can be used to allow treatment of 

arbitrary two- and three-dimensional geometries. Cartesian or 

cylindrical co-ordinate systems and multi-block structuring of the 

physical domain are possible. The complex flow domain in physi

cal space is mapped on to a simple (rectangular) flow domain in 

computational space by curvilinear co-ordinate transformations. 

The equations are then discretised with respect to the computa

tional space co-ordinates and the basis of the code is a conserva

tive finite-volume method. 

The software provides one with the very useful option of 

adding one's own F O R T R A N routines in a set of modules pro

vided and designed for special purposes. These F O R T R A N mod

ules give access to the variables in the program and enable the cal

culation of user-defined variables that are not included in a normal 

Application to the absorber 

Two-dimensional simulations with the laminar flow option 

have been used in ail calculations presented in this paper. The size 

of the absorber, L x B x W1.45x 1.18x 1.0 m, is resolved by 754 cells 

of size about 5 cm x 5 cm. 

The software is used to simulate the behaviour of the absorber 

described above, for which extensive experimental results are 

available. The software is suitable for predictions of temperature 

and velocity fields in the absorber and has options for porous 

media, multiphase flows and particle tracking. The absorption 

mechanism, in which moisture in the air is absorbed by the sol

ution, has to be accounted for in specially defined routines in

cluded in the F O R T R A N modules, based on the equations above 

and the equlibrium line for the absorption solution. 

Comparisons are made between simulations and experiments 

regarding temperature fields in the absorber, mass and heat 

balances for the absorber, changes of moisture content in the 

passing air and changes of concentration in the absorption solu

tion. Good correspondence between experimental data and simu

lations for this type of absorber will justify the use of the software 

to study parameters which affect the absorber efficiency and are 

either too difficult or too expensive to investigate experimentally. 

The design of the apparatus can thereby be optimised and the 

influence of flow velocity on the dissipation of solution from the 

absorber can also be studied. 

The flow of solution and air is modelled as a multiphase flow 

with Uquid droplets as a dispersed phase in a continuous phase, air. 

The water and water vapour are modelled as additional compo

nents in the respective phase. Therefore, there is a two-phase (air 

and solution) flow with one additional component (water) in each 

phase. The thermodynamic phase change of water that occurs 

during the mass transfer of moisture from the air to the droplets has 

to be modelled in a F O R T R A N routine. 

The sofware solves the equations for continuity and energy and 

the Navier Stokes equation for the momentum of each phase. The 

convective heat transfer between the phases is automatically 

handled by the software but the mass transfer of water between 

phases and the resulting heat transfer has to be modelled in 

F O R T R A N routines. 

The Rosette type packing has a geometry which is too complex 

to resolve. Instead the porous media option is used, in which a 

volume porosity is set. The resistance to the flow is modelled as 

user-defined body forces. Large gradients for resistance cause 

convergence problems when running the code. 

Defining values for gravity vector and body forces (resistance) 

in a sensible way made it possible to estabhsh a volume fraction 

of solution in the packing corresponding to experimental values. 

This is an important factor, since the interfacial area between the 

two phases depends on this relationship. 

Inter-phase momentum transfer between the airflow and the 

droplets (constant diameter of 3 mm) is set up for a particle model 

with constant specified drag coefficient. The interaction between 

buoyancy forces and momentum transfer causes the dissipation of 

solution medium from the absorber. 

The convective heat transfer coefficient is set constant. 

The mass transfer is calculated as described in "Physical 

background" in a user-defined F O R T R A N routine, which in

volves both mass and heat transfer. A correct value for the 

enthalpy in the humidified air, equation (3), is calculated in user-

defined F O R T R A N routines. 

For the convergence of the running, transient calculations, 

adaptive time stepping strategy is used. The code automatically 

increases the time step when the solution gets closer to the steady 

state. 

The code cannot handle very large gradients such as changes in 

volume fraction for air and liquid close to a liquid surface because 

of chequerboard oscillations in pressure and velocity. To model 

the real absorber a liquid volume was used at the bottom. It was 

possible to change the droplets to a continuous liquid phase, but 

the effect mentioned above ruined the calculations. To avoid this 

problem the surface of the liquid was modelled as a wall open for 

the droplets to flow freely but blocked for the air flow. 

N U M E R I C A L R E S U L T S 

Air velocities 

Figure 5 shows the air velocity field in the absorber with an 

inlet velocity of 2.0 m/s. The field is uniform except at the top and 

at the bottom where baffle plates will influence the flow. At the top 

velocity cells occurs between the baffle plates and in the bottom 

a small change of the velocity direction towards the bottom is 
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observed. The purpose of the baffle plates is to prevent the air from 

flowing outside the packing since a leak flow of this kind de

creases the absorption rate. In real cases the volume porosity is 

higher near a wall, this has been neglected in the calculations. 

Fig. 5. A ir velocities in the absorber. 

Liquid velocities 

A correct amount of liquid in the packing according to experi

ment is necessary to establish a correct interfacial area, this de

mands low velocities. The velocity is -0.07 m/s at the top of the 

packing and -0.14 m/s at the bottom due to the acceleration of 

gravity. The momentum transfer from the air flow deflects the 

droplets and fig. 6 shows a small deviation in the air velocity 

direction, this phenomenon is clearly illustrated in fig. 7. 

Volume fraction of liquid 

Acceleration due to gravity decreases the volume fraction of 

liquid in the lower part of the packing. The wave formation is 

caused by the air flow field in the bottom of the absorber. These 

occurrences are not present in a full scale plant as the packing in

fluences the liquid flow. This results in a more uniform volume 

fraction of the liquid in the absorber since the liquid rinse on the 

packing surface most of the time. 
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Fig. 6. Droplet velocities in the absorber. 

The upper right comer show non-physical velocities. Due to 

convergence problems this area was excluded in the calculations. 

The volume-fractions are so small that this discrepancy does not 

affect the processes in the absorber. 

|a:»> 4.0000E-02 (volume fraction of liquid * ) 

M 4.0l)C>OK 02 

3.2000E-02 

2.4000E-02 
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8.0000E-03 

I.3035E-34 

Fig. 7. Volume fraction of liquid in the packing. 

Mass transfer rates 

Fig. 8 shows the mass transfer rate (rh ) calculated in each cell. 

The largest partial pressure differences occurs at the inlet of the 

absorber and this causes the large mass transfer illustrated in fig. 

8. As the air is dehumidified the partial pressure for water vapour 

decreases and thereby also the difference to the partial pressure at 

the surface of the droplet. The mass transfer rate will therefore 

decrease in the air flow direction. The dominating part of the 

absorption process takes place in the first half of the absorber. 
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1.0000E-05 

7.5000E-06 

5.0000E-06 

2.5001E-06 

1.0000E-10 

1.0000E-10 

Fig. 8. Mass transfer rates in the absorber. 

Mass fraction of water in the air 

The mass fraction is denoted as water content in the humidified 

air. As the absorption takes place this parameter decreases. Fig. 9 

shows what has been stated before, the first half of the absorber is 

the most active one. The largest mass transfer rates will obviously 

give the fastest reduction of the mass fraction. The difference 

between fig. 8. and fig. 9. in the right part of the picture depends 

on pure resolution in the mass fraction plot 

3.9000E-02 (kg water/kg humidified air) 

3.900OE-02 

3.7750E-02 

3.6500E-02 

3.5250E-02 

3.4000E-02 

3.4000E-02 

Fig. 9. Mass fraction of water in the air. 

Temperature variations in the air flow 

Fig. 10 illustrates the variations of the temperature in the air as 

it flows through the absorber. The largest temperature difference 

between the two phases is established at the inlet of the absorber 

which causes a fast increase in the air temperature. 

1 
s > 3.2500E+O2 (K) 

3.25O0E+O2 

3.2300E+02 

3.2100E+02 

3.1900E+02 

3.1700E+02 

3.1700E+02 

Fig. 10. Air temperature in the absorber. 

Enthalpy variation in the air flow 

Fig. 11 illustrate the small changes in enthalpy for the air. Due 

to the mass transfer of water to the solution, heat is transferred 

from the air to the liquid which will decrease the enthalpy of the 

air. On the other hand after the first half of the absorber depth the 

equilibrium conditions are almost achieved and heat is transferred 

to the air since the liquid has a higher temperature than the air, 

therefore it will reach the same enthalpy value as before the 

entrance of the absorber. 

Relative humidity in the air 

Fig. 12 shows the calculated variation of the relative humidity, 

R H , in the absorber. The humidity shows the fastest decrease in 

the upper part of the main flow and a slower one in the lower part. 

This is related to the higher volume fractions of absorption liquid 

and faster temperature change in the upper part, which both effect 

the mass transfer rate in a positive way. The figure shows essen

tially the same variation as for the mass fraction of water but the 

RH-value is also effected by the temperature change through its 

influence on the saturation pressure for the water vapor. 
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Fig. 11. Enthalpy in the air. 
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Fig. 12. Relative humidity in the air. 

D I S C U S S I O N 

The absorption process is a very complicated interaction be

tween phenomena related to the flow and temperature field inside 

the absorber but also to the properties of water and water vapour 

as well as those for the absorption solution. 

Realistic simulations of these phenomena by use of a general 

C F D program is probably not possible without access to experi

mental data. General programs are not immediately suited to 

handle the mass transfer of water from the air to the solution and 

these phenomena has to be handled by the user. 

The present work has the primary goal to investigate whether 

the F L O W 3 D software can be used for this purpose. The calcula

tions are verified by experimental results which in most cases are 

available as capacity values for the absorber as a whole. 

It might be easier to describe the heat and mass transfer as 

taking place in two separate steps although they are interacting all 

the time. 

The first one would be the mass transfer of water from the air 

to the solution. The driving force for this process is the difference 

in partial pressure of the water vapour in the air and the vapour 

close to the surface of the absorption solution, which is affected by 

the temperature and the concentration of the solution. This mass 

transfer is followed by a heat transfer since the water vapour is 

condensed on the liquid when it is absorbed. The temperature of 

the solution will rise and thereby the partial pressure of vapour at 

its surface, the driving force for mass transfer will decrease. 

The other process is the convective heat transfer from the 

solution to the air. This will decrease the temperature of the 

solution in the same time as the temperature of the air will increase 

and both temperature changes will increase the driving force for 

mass transfer. 

It seems likely that there for every absorber and every concen

tration of the absorber solution must exist an equilibrium state 

which defines the capacity. This capacity is given by the so called 

working line which gives the relation between the concentration 

of the solution and the relative humidity of the air leaving the 

absorber. 

When the wet air enters the absorber it will meet highly 

concentrated solution in a cross flow. Wet air and concentrated 

solution imply large driving forces for mass transport which is 

verified in experiments and also in the calculations (Fig. 8-12). 

Comparisons of results from experiments and numerical 

simulations shows: 

- The temperature level on the air from the absorber for both half 

and full packing depth is about the same. 

- For the first stage the experiments show a higher temperature of 

about 1.5°C. 

- The absorption capacity for each stage is of the same level and 

correlates to values discussed in section "experiments". ( F o r the 

first stage somewhat lower) 

- Adiabatic conditions are fulfilled for full packing depth. 

- The temperature of the solution is essentially constant 

The absorber used in the experiments is filled with packing on 

which the solution will rinse most of the time. This is difficult to 

simulate in the software and these first simulations handles the 

solution as droplets introduced at the top and falling in a cross flow 

through the air. 

The droplets will accelerate due to gravity and have higher 

velocities in the lower part of the absorber resulting in lower 

volume fractions of solution, which is not the case in the real 

absorber. 

In order to have about the same mean volume fraction of 

solution in the simulations as in the experiments the acceleration 
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of gravity was reduced. The effect of smaller volume fractions in 

the lower part was still present and effect the results to some 

extent Low vertical velocities will increase the time for the drag 

in horizontal direction to act on the droplets and thereby increase 

the dissipation of solution with the outflow of air. 

Another effect of using the droplet representation of the solu

tion is that the area of solution exposed to the air can differ from 

the actual area when the solution rinses on the packing. 

The interfacial area for the manufactured packing used in the 

experiments is about 1.5 times greater in the top and about 3 times 

greater at the bottom of the absorber than the area of the droplets 

in the simulation. 

This explains the shape of the contours in figures 8-12. With a 

more correct value for the area, the heat and mass transfer should 

have formed a more vertical shape of the contours. The discrepance 

between experiments and numerical simulation in the first stage 

is also caused by this fact. In the simulations the capacity is too 

small especially in the lower part of the packing, at the inlet the 

missmatch is distinct. 

Changing the diameter of the droplets makes it possible to 

correct the interfacial area, but this effects the falling velocity and 

thereby the volume fraction and the dissipation. A droplet size of 

diameter 3 mm was used and gravity adjusted to give the correct 

mean volume fraction. Instead of matching the area A in equation 

(4) the value of heat transfer coefficient h c was used to vary the 

mass and heat transfer rate. 

The low gravity factor for the droplets used in the simulations 

makes them more sensible to vertical drag from the airflow which 

explains the wave formation in fig. 7. 

Simulations performed with a large heat transfer coefficient 

resulted in an absorption process that took place in a smaller part 

of the absorber, the rest was inactive as the equilibrium line was 

already achieved. 

The total pressure drop for the air crossing the absorber is 

known from experiments. In the simulations a resistance to the 

flow in horizontal direction was used to obtain the same pressure 

drop. 

C O N C L U S I O N S 

These first attempts show that it is possible to use the commer

cial C F D software F L O W 3 D to model the cross current absorber 

in an open absorption system and get good correspondence to ex

perimental results. 

It was not possible to resolv the structure of the packing that 

was used in the reference plant but use of the porous media option 

in the software still made it possible to achieve satisfactory values 

for volume fraction and pressure drop. 

In this first attemp the flow of absorption solution had to be 

simulated as a flow of droplets driven by gravity forces. This 

results in a smaller interfacial area between the solution and the air 

and also a much lower volume fraction of solution in the lower 

parts of the absorber than was the case in the pilot plant. 

Although the flow of solution was not perfectly simulated the 

calculations show good correlation to the experimental results in 

all the parameters that could be compared. If the equilibrium line 

for the absorption solution is known it is possible to model the ab

sorption process that takes place in a cross current absorber. 

The mass transfer of water from the air to the solution and the 

related heat transfer was modelled in own routines written inside 

the special user F O R T R A N modules offered in the software. It 

was possible to obtain essentially the same overall capacity for the 

absorber as measured in the experiments. 

One of the main results from both simulations and experiments 

is the conclusion that the main part of the absorption occurs in the 

first quarter of the absorber, about 70% of the total absorbtion 

takes place here. The heat transfer from the solution to the air is a 

bit slower and in order to fulfill the assumption of adiabatic 

change of state for the air the contact time between the air and the 

solution should be longer than demanded by the absorption pro

cess. 

The results so far encourage continued work with this software. 

The work will be directed to refinements of the geometry model, 

new modelling of the flow of solution through the absorber and 

small adjustments in the modules for calculation of mass transfer 

in the absorption process. 
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ABSTRACT 

A public baths normally uses outdoor air to remove the moisture from the 

building. This results in large heat demands. The amount of heat can be 

estimated with more or less sophisticated methods. The results obtained 

with different prediction methods have been compared for a typical instal

lation in a cold climate.To determine the relevance of the theoretical 

methods, an hour-based calculation method has been compared with yearly 

estimation of the heat demand based on actual measurements in a public 

baths. The agreement is good (the difference being 3%). Consideration of 

dynamic behaviour with correct time periods for each mass transfer level is 

necessary for an accurate result. A parameter study shows that the air 

temperature and the relative humidity in the building strongly influence 

the heat demand. Using an hour-based calculation method as a reference 

case, procedures which are using the duration curve of the outdoor air 

temperature or mean outdoor temperature over a whole year as basis for 

the calculations, show a difference between the separate methods of less 

than 5% when calculating the annual heat demand of the baths. The 

simpler approaches (duration curve and mean value) fail when minimum 

outdoor airflow must be considered, for instance when comparing different 

energy-saving systems and for design of component', in the climate system. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The climatization-control of a public baths is a complex process, involving 

heat and mass transfer processes f rom the water surface. The public activ

ities and air and water movements, as well as the indoor and outdoor 

temperature, affect the climate in the building. 

Evaporation of water f rom the swimming pool is a continuous process 

depending on the concentration gradient of water vapour between the air 

closest to the water surface and the environment. Water vapour must 

therefore be removed continuously to control the climate. 

To avoid condensation on cold surfaces like windows, the relative humidi ty 

in the air must be reduced when the outdoor temperature decreases. This 

w i l l lead to an increased evaporation f rom the pool surface. 

The most common way to control the moisture in a public baths is to venti

late the building in such a way that the inside air w i th high moisture con

tent is replaced w i t h outdoor air. The evaporation heat is normally di f f icul t 

to recover usefully because of the low temperature. The costs for the energy 

supply for heating and air conditioning of the building are therefore often 

very high. 

This paper is a study of all heat and mass transfer processes that take place in 

a public baths. The calculations are applied to a facility located in Piteå, a 

town in northern Sweden. Also studied are the consequences for the heat 

demand that occur when changing different thermal parameters in the 

building. The paper ends up wi th a comparison of different kinds of tech

niques for analyzing the heat demand for the facility. 
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2 PHYSICAL BACKGROUND 

The heat balance for a public baths is illustrated in Figure 1. Heat is supplied 

to the incoming airflow, to the swimming pool water, to the radiators i n the 

building and for hot water production for the showers. The reference tem

perature for the enthalpy is zero degrees Celsius. For outdoor temperatures 

above zero degrees there w i l l be, according to the definition, a heat supply to 

the bui lding w i t h the incoming airflow. 

The heat is lost through the exhaust air f low, transmission losses f rom the 

facility and the pool, and through hot water f lowing f rom the showers to 

the sewer. 

The annual heat supply can be calculated as 

Figure 1. Heat balance for a public baths. 
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The assumption that all gases in air can be treated as ideal, makes i t possible to 

use the ideal gas law in the calculations. Furthermore, Dalton's law gives the 
N 

total air pressure as the sum of all partial pressures in the gas ( p t = £ p ,•). 

i'=l 

The approximations give an uncertainty less than 1% in the range discussed in 

this paper [1]. It is now possible to establish basic equations to determine the 

parameters that affect the climate in the baths. 

The relative humidi ty: 

Ps 

= ^- .100 (2) 

The absolute water content: 

(3) 
_ M„ater pv 

M dry air P , ~Pv 

The enthalpy: 

h = c n j .t + x.(r+cn .t) (4) 

The conditions for mixed air can be evaluated f rom Merkel-Bosnjakovic's 

straight mixing line: 

+ ( ! - * ) ••»*•, (5) 

A * « B - A « + ( l - « - V (6) 

Where (B) stands for the amount of outdoor dry mass f low and (1-B) is the 

dry mass f low of recirculated air. 

2.1 Heat supply to swimming pool water 

The evaporation heat f rom the pool water and transmission losses f rom the 

pool to the surroundings cause a demand for heat. 

The relative humidi ty in the building can, according to manufacturers of 

ventilation systems [2], be set to: 
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facility = 55 + 0.25. t out (7) 

The temperature in the building and in the pool water is constant and 

k n o w n . 

Eqs (7), (2) and (3) give the absolute water content in the air (xfacility) and eq (4) 

defines the enthalpy in the air in the building(/j / a <., ( l 0,). 

The analogy between heat and mass transfer gives the equation for the eva

poration rate f rom a water surface. Under ordinary conditions the partial 

pressure for water vapour is small in relation to the total pressure, so that 

the expression can be simplified as: 

The absolute water content of the air closest to the water surface (xs) is cal

culated f rom eq (3), since the air is saturated wi th moisture (100% RH) and 

has the same temperature as the water. The heat transfer coefficient varies 

depending on the activity in the pool, etc., the absolute values are discussed 

in Section 4.1. 

The evaporation heat transferred to the air can be expressed as: 

Peatp = ™evap ' ( r + cp,steam %tpooO (9) 

The transmission losses f rom the pool water {P,ranpool), (heat transfer to the 

ground and heat transfer by convection to the air) are calculated f rom 

elementary relations. 

The heat balance for the pool can now be evaluated: 

Ppool ~ Pevap + f'trans ,pool + m evap ' 

P 

(8) 

(10) 

Preheating of cold water for compensation of evaporated water is added in eq (10). 
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2.3 Mass flows of dry air 

The outdoor airf low to the building consist of two parts, besides the main f low 

w i t h the ventilation system there is an uncontrolled outdoor airf low into the 

building (leak f low) . 

Calculations w i t h dry air have the advantage that the mass f low is constant 

irrespective of the water content. 

From the ideal gas law the mass f low of dry air f rom the building (m^) can be 

expressed as 

_ j £ dry air ' (P l Pv Jacility ) y 

R ' * facilt • 1 

(11) 

Eq (11) can also be used for a similar calculation of the leak f low (rhlrilk). 

A mass balance of the water transport in the building gives the absolute water 

content i n the air to the facility (xl0) as: 

x,„ = 

"•facility 

I--
(12) 

2.4 Mixing of airflows 

Eq (5) gives the amount of outdoor airflow that is required, because (xmix) is 

identical w i t h ( x j . The enthalpy for the mixed airflow (hmix) can be calculated by 

using eq (6). A mass balance give the amount of dry air to the building via the 

ventilation system (m t0). A n energy balance for the airflows gives the enthalpy 

in the f low to the building ( f e j and it is now possible to calculate the heat supply 

rate f r o m the heat battery to the ventilation airflow: 

hat = m t o ' { h t o ~hmix) 
(13) 
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The amount of heat via the outdoor airflow in the ventilation system (P O M ) , i n 

the air leaking through the building construction (Pleak) and in the exhaust air 

f r o m the facility ( P p o m ) can all be calculated f rom the dry air mass f low and the 

actual enthalpy. 

2.5 Transmission losses f rom the building 

Calculation of transmission losses for the public baths gives the fol lowing 

relationship between the overall transmission coefficient, building area and 

temperature difference. Normally the transmission losses is covered by heat 

supply to the radiators. 

2.6 Specific data for compared facility 

The outdoor air temperature was available f rom earlier measurements on 

an hour-by-hour basis over the year 1990, and the relative humidity was 

estimated f rom meteorological statistics. Eqs (2)-(4) give the absolute water 

content (*„„,) and the enthalpy {hml) i n the outdoor air. 

In equation (10) the ground water temperature is set to +7° C. 

The volume f low of moist air to the building has been measured to be 8000 

m 3 / h . The uncontrolled outdoor airflow (leak flow) has been estimated to 

be 640 m 3 / h . 

The average value for the transmission coefficient established f rom design 

specifications was: 

( X t / , A » = 0 - 4 4 (kW/°Q) 

so that the transmission losses become: 

P,^ = 0.44.(tfaciht},-tolll) (15) 
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Nomenclature 

Pt total gas pressure (Pa) 

Pv partial pressure for water vapour (Pa) 

Ps partial pressure for water vapour at saturation (Pa) 

<t) relative humidi ty (%RH) 

X absolute water content (kg water/kg dry air) 

h specific enthalpy (kJ/kg dry air) 

M molecule weight for specific gas (kg/kmol) 

R universal gas constant ( k j / k m o l , °C) 

c p 
specific heat (kJ/kg,°C) 

c p mean specific heat for moist air (kJ/kg dry air,°C) 

r latent heat for water vapour at 0° C (kJ/kg) 

t temperature, degree Celsius ( ° Q 

T absolute temperature (K) 

rh mass f low (kg/s) 

V volume f low of moist air (m 3 / s ) 

P heat supply (kW) 

he heat transfer coefficient ( k W / m 2 , °C) 

U overall transmission coefficient ( k W / m 2 , °C) 

A pool area (m 2 ) 

Ab building area (m2) 

subscripts 

out outdoor air 

m i x mixing of outdoor and recirculation air flows 

to conditions in the air to the facility 

facility conditions in the public baths 

f r o m conditions in the air f rom the facility 

leak uncontrolled outdoor air f low to the building 

bat battery in the ventilation system 

pool the swimming pool water 

rad radiators 

trans transmission losses 

hot water hot water for the showers 

steam water vapour 

evap evaporation f rom water surface 
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3 CALCULATION METHODS 

A n hour-based calculation makes it possible to take account for the dynamic 

behaviour in the outdoor air temperature and varying activities at the pub

lic baths. These results have to be summed up over a year to give relevant 

information, especially when comparing different energy-saving systems. A 

more general use of the results makes it necessary to correlate the heat flows 

w i t h the outdoor air temperature. Parameters affected by the number of 

visitors should be taken into account when visitor statistics are available. 

The fol lowing opening hours have been used in the calculations: 

Monday - Friday: OS^-ll00 

Saturday: 0 6 0 0 - 1 7 0 0 

During the remaining time periods, the facility has been closed. 

The theoretical calculations are based on mass transfer levels related to time 

periods according to Figure 2. Since the baths are closed during ten weeks in 

the summer, the min imum value has been used for the time period f r o m 

June 1 to August 18. 

• M I N . evaporation • M E D . evaporation M A X . evaporation 

• E T r n 
i i TI i n i i i n n T T 

0 6 12 18 24 0 6 12 18 24 24 

Hours Monday - Friday Hours Saturday Sunday 

Figure 2. Different evaporation rates during a week 

These different time periods have been estimated f rom average values of 

the varying numbers of visitors to the facility during the day. The absolute 

values for the heat transfer coefficients are discussed in the next section. 
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4 RESULTS 

4.1 Mass transfer 

The mass transfer of water to the air can be analysed in a similar way to the 

heat transfer process. The literature gives a wide range for the equivalent 

heat transfer coefficients [3,4], even when the air velocities are low. Average 

values for the minimum, medium and maximum heat transfer coefficient 

based on empirical correlations and often used data in the literature, 

including this paper, are / i c ,min=l -8 W / m 2 , ° C , fcc,med=3.8 W / m 2 , ° C and 

K,max=5.8 W /m2 , ° C . 

The heat transfer coefficients for a week calculated on an hour-by-hour basis 

f r o m measured values in a public baths are shown in Figure 3. The values 

presented above are represented by the dotted lines. 

Ü 8 -T • r - r  
° : 

0 24 48 72 96 120 144 168 

168 hours during a week 

Figure 3. Heat transfer coefficient during a week 

Another parameter that differs f rom time to time is the wet surface area in 

the baths. Water on the floor increases the evaporation area but, since this 

area is diff icul t to estimate, i t is set constant equal to the pool area. The 

variation in the wet area is included in the different values for the heat 

transfer coefficient. 
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Figure 4. Evaporation rate versus outdoor air temperature for actual public 

baths. 

The mass f l ow coefficients used give the evaporation rates presented in 

Figure 4 f rom the public baths wi th parameter values according to Section 

4.3, the reference case. The big difference between min. and max. values 

shows how important it is to use relevant time periods. A dynamic analyses 

handle these variations, which vanish when looking only at average 

values. 

4.2 Comparison between theory and measured results 

For an adequate comparison between the theoretical equations discussed in 

Section 2 and measured values for about 2000h f rom the public baths [5], i t is 

necessary to use average parameter results f rom the measurements. A n air 

temperature of +25.5°C, a swimming pool water temperature of +27°C and a 

relative humidi ty related to the outdoor temperature by 

ßäiity = 49.8 + 0.76-t o m ) are used [5]. The pool has 6 lanes and a length of 25 

m, which, together w i th a children's pool, gives a total area of 258 m 2 . The 

year-based heat demand has been estimated f rom measured values. 
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E,battery E,pool E,trans 

Figure 5. Annual heat demands for the public baths. 

Figure 5 shows the heat demand for the ventilation air system, the swim

ming pool water and the radiators. The heat f low to the radiators is esti

mated f rom manual measurements [5]. The heat demand for hot water 

production is estimated (3 kWh/shower) f rom visitor statistics to be 161 

M W h . 

The heat f low to the pool water is higher according to the yearly estimation 

f rom measurements. The difference (41 MWh) seems to be big but a cooling 

of the pool water by 0.1 °C gives an increase in heat demand of 60 M W h over 

a year for the theoretical case. The measurements were performed wi th a 

heating volume indicator, so that the pool temperature d id not influence 

the result. The calculated amount of heat transferred to the air is only 17 

M W h , but the parameters are probably bigger in reality, which would in

crease the theoretical heat transfer. 

The heat f low to the ventilation battery is higher for the theoretical calcu

lation because there is a bigger heat f low f rom the pool water to the air in 

the measured case. 

A l l transmission losses are assumed to be covered by the radiators in the 

calculations. In reality it is possible to support this heat demand through the 

ventilation system, so that it is hard to compare these specific values. 
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Adding all heat flows to the building (hot water production excluded) gives 

for the theoretical calculation 600 M W h and for the measured case 581 

M W h . The difference is 19 M W h or about 3%, which is a good agreement. 

The heat flows f rom theoretical calculations are presented in Figure 6. The 

greatest heat loss is connected to the exhaust air leaving the facility. 

Figure 6. Heat flows for a conventional climatization system in a public 

baths. 

4.3 Parameter study 

The influence of different parameters such as air temperature, relative 

humidi ty and outdoor airflow is studied in this section. To see the specific 

effect only one parameter is altered in time. A l l results are based on calcu

lations for the year 1990. 

A rule of thumb for public baths is that the air temperature should be 2°C 

higher than the water temperature. The value is a compromise between a 

fairly low evaporation rate and acceptable working conditions for the staff. 

The parameter study w i l l use as a reference case calculations for the actual 

public baths studied wi th an air temperature of +29°C and a pool water 

temperature of +27°C, both constant over the complete year. The relative 
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humidi ty i n the building is related to the outdoor air temperature according 

to eq (7). 

444 

I 
-a *-
a 

OJ 
X 

E,pool E,battery Trans, losses Total 

Figure 7. Heat demand for the reference case. 

I Decreased air temperature • Decreased RH-value 
b y 2 ° C by5%RH 

I Min. outdoor air flow 

-15 L 

E,pool E,battery Trans, losses Total 

Figure 8. Heat demand for the parameter changes versus the reference case. 

For the reference case, Figure 7, the heat supply to the pool water (191 

MWh) consists of evaporation heat (138 MWh) transmission losses (70 

MWh) , heat convection f rom the air (22 MWh) and preheating of cold 

water (5 MWh) . The total heat supply is 444 MWh. 
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4.3.1 The air temperature in the facility 

A lower air temperature normally decreases the heat demand in a building. 

In public baths, the opposite situation occurs since the evaporation rate in

creases and thereby also the ventilation losses through exhaust air. 

Reducing the air temperature by 2° C and keeping the other parameters at 

the same values according to the reference case increase the heat demand 

for the facility. 

Figure 8 shows that the transmission losses decrease by 7 M W h , but the heat 

demand for the pool water increases by 48 M W h and the heat demand for 

the ventilation battery by 17 MWh, which gives a total increase in heat 

demand for the facility of 58 M W h or 13%. The heat transfer f rom the air to 

the pool vanishes since the temperatures are the same, and this causes the 

big relative changes for the two heat supplies. 

4.3.2 The relative humidity in the facility 

A higher relative humidi ty decreases the heat demand but can also damage 

the building. 

Calculations w i t h a decreased relative humidity of 5% RH over the entire 

year alter the evaporation rate and thereby the heat demand for the pool 

water and the ventilation battery. 

Figure 8 shows an increased heat demand both for the pool water (21 MWh) 

and for the ventilation battery (44 MWh). The transmission losses are con

stant, so that the total difference becomes 65 M W h or 15%. 

4.3.3 Min imum outdoor airf low 

Swedish bui lding regulations require a minimum outdoor airf low to 

buildings. Since chlorine is added to the swimming pool water, the rule of 

thumb for public baths specifies an outdoor airflow of 10 m 3 / h for every 

square meter of pool area. This value is about 3 times greater than that 

stipulated by the rules for standard buildings. 
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Therefore when the required outdoor airf low is calculated, i.e. to achieve a 

desired climate in the facility, it is necessary to check that the minimum 

outdoor airf low is provided for during opening hours. If the outdoor air

f low is too small, the minimum outdoor airf low is used in the fol lowing 

recalculation. This creates an increased evaporation rate as a consequence of 

the lower relative humidity. A n iteration procedure gives the correct 

values. 

A comparison to the reference case give the differences shown in Figure 8. It 

is during spring and autumn close to the summer and hours w i th min i 

mum mass transfer level that desired outdoor airflow is lower than min i 

mum f low rate. A small increase in evaporation rate causes an increased 

heat demand for the pool water and for the ventilation battery. The en

larged heat demand of about 16 M W h or 4% leaves the facility w i th the 

exhaust airf low. 
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5 DIFFERENT APPROACHES FOR THE CALCULATIONS 

Since the outdoor air temperature changes f rom time to time, there is also a 

change in the relative humidity in the building which the calculations so 

far do not take into consideration. The calculation technique which does 

make allowance for this fluctuation is outlined in Section 5.1. To simplify 

the analysis, different approaches for the calculations are investigated. 

5.1 Calculations taking account of system inertia 

When the outdoor air temperature increases, the relative humidity in the 

bui lding is too low f rom start of the calculation this particular hour. The 

need of outdoor air is therefore lower than if the conditions during the 

previous hour are not considered. Since the outdoor air temperature 

changes f rom day to night all over the year, an investigation of the effect is 

appropriate. The difference in calculated, desired water content in the air for 

the previous and actual hour gives the change in absolute humidity. This 

value times the mass of dry air i n the building makes it possible to reduce 

the established evaporation rate when outdoor airflow is calculated, if the 

outdoor temperature increases. When the temperature decreases the 

opposite effect is established. 

Calculations w i t h this method resulted in almost the same heat demand as 

for the reference case. 

8760 hours during the year 

Figure 9. Difference in water transport w i th the airflow for the ideal case 

and for calculations taking account of system inertia. 
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Figure 9 shows oscillation for the water content which must be carried away 

by the outdoor airflow. I f this difference is summed up the total value 

becomes 0.00005 k g / h or less than 0.5 kg for a complete year. 

5.2 Different mass transfer levels during opening hours 

To simplify the calculations of the dynamic evaporation process, constant 

mass transfer levels have been used. During the closed periods the min i 

mum level is used. Calculation wi th the maximum mass transfer level for 

the open periods gives an increased heat demand of about 15 M W h both for 

the pool water and for the ventilation battery, equal to 7% higher total heat 

demand compared to the reference case. 

A more natural approximation is to use the medium mass transfer level 

during all opening hours. The results show a decreased heat supply to the 

ventilation battery of 20 M W h and the same amount for the pool water. 

The difference 40 M W h is 9% lower than the reference calculation. 

5.3 Calculation using the duration curve for the air temperature 

It has been easier to use the duration curve for the outdoor air temperature 

instead of hour-based calculations, at least unt i l some years ago when mete

orological institutes started to distribute hour-based information for the 

outdoor air temperature. The temperature information is necessary for cal

culation of heat demand for public baths situated at different geographical 

locations 

The shape of the duration curve makes it necessary to use different time 

periods. The 8760 hours for a year have been divided into ten time blocks, 

the smallest 100 h and the largest 1400 h. The mean outdoor air temperature 

has been estimated for each time block. Different values for the mass 

transfer level due to the dynamic behaviour are expressed as a percentage 

share in the typical week: maximum level for 24%, medium level for 22% 

and min imum level for 54% of the time. 
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• Duration curve • Mean outdoor temperature 

E,pool E,battery Trans, losses Total 

Figure 10. Difference in annual heat demand for two alternative calculation 

methods versus the reference case. 

Figure 10 shows an increased heat demand of 24 M W h or about 5% when 

the duration curve is used. 

5.4 Calculation using mean outdoor air temperature 

The simplest approach for a year-based calculation of the heat demand in a 

public baths is to use the mean outdoor air temperature. For the year 1990 

and the actual location the mean value was +4.6°C. Normal time periods for 

the different mass transfer levels result in a heat demand that differs f r o m 

the reference calculation according to Figure 10. 

The total difference 21 M W h for a year is an increase in the heat demand of 

about 5% compared w i t h the reference case. 
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6 DISCUSSION 

The heat supply to the facility w i l l increase by about 13%-15% if the air tem

perature is decreased by 2°C or i f the relative humidity is lowered by 5% R H 

compared w i t h the reference case. When comparing changes of different 

parameters in the building, the absolute values for the heat demands are 

not generally valid, and they must be calculated for the actual changes 

which are to be considered. Since the dew point defines the climate in the 

building, a change in temperature w i l l also effect the relative humidity for a 

constant climate. In practice, however, only the air temperature is normally 

changed. 

The difference between calculated annual heat demand and estimation 

f rom measurements (3%) can be explained by a somewhat higher relative 

humidi ty in the measurement case. The theoretical calculation cannot even 

provide the climate w i t h 100% outdoor airflow. During a year this has 

happened for 219 hours. A n actual raised relative humidity function w i l l 

bring down the difference even more. 

The importance of using a dynamic analysis which involves both correct 

mass transfer levels and time periods can be deduced f rom the fact that the 

coefficient values used differ considerably f rom one another. They establish 

the evaporation rate and thereby also the heat demand for both the pool 

water and the ventilation battery. 

Calculations where the temperature duration curve and dynamic evapor

ation rates are used result in an increased heat demand of 5% compared 

wi th the reference case. I f instead the medium mass transfer level is used 

continuously over a year, the heat demand is increased wi th 18% compared 

w i t h the reference calculations. 

Hour-by-hour calculations illustrate also the importance of using dynamic 

evaporatin rates, a medium mass transfer level used during the opening 

period results in a decreased heat demand of 9% compared wi th a dynamic 

study. 

A dynamic behaviour for the mass transfer process should be used for a 

correct result. Information about the number of visitors during a typical 
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week is normally available f rom the staff and should be used for determi

nation of correct time periods in calculations for another public baths. 

This investigation shows that it is possible to determine the annual heat 

demand for a public baths by theoretical calculations. This can be done by 

hour-by-hour calculations, through the duration curve or via mean out

door temperature over a year. The difference between these calculation 

methods is less than 5%. 

This conclusion is rather remarkable since the climate in the building and 

the outdoor air temperature vary considerably during a year and only hour-

based calculations can take account of these changes. With correct time 

periods for the evaporation process only one parameter, the outdoor air 

temperature, determines the heat demand. Since this parameter has a cyclic 

behaviour over a year it ends up wi th the mean value. 

Calculations w i t h the duration curve and mean outdoor air temperature 

during a year do not include constant minimum evaporation rate for ten 

weeks in the summer, since this is not possible for these methods. For a 

correct comparison the same outline should be established. This w i l l 

decrease the difference between the methods even more. 

The simpler approaches using the outdoor air temperature f rom the 

duration curve or mean outdoor value fai l when the min imum outdoor 

airflow must be considered, for example when comparing different energy-

savings systems and for design of components in the climate system. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

A dynamic behaviour for the mass transfer process must be applied to get 

accurate results of the annual heat demand calculations for a public baths. 

The approach using hour-by-hour calculations, accounting for a dynamic 

behaviour during opening periods, shows a good agreement wi th estima

tions f r o m measured values. 

The temperature difference between the air and pool water must be positive 

to avoid an increasing heat demand. 

The relative humidity should be controlled to be as high as possible without 

damaging the building, in order to minimize the heat demand. 

Normally when using a conventional system ( in which air carries the 

evaporated water f rom the building), the outdoor airflow is greater than the 

min imum required level. I f an energy-saving system is installed i t is 

necessary to check the f low rate for accurate calculation of the energy 

savings. 

There is no need to use calculations taking account for system inertia when 

calculating the annual heat demand for the building. The fact that the 

difference in water transport w i th the outdoor air summed up over a year is 

close to zero depends on the periodic behaviour of the outdoor temperature. 

The duration curve can be used instead of hour-by-hour calculations for 

year-based calculations of the heat demand for the facility wi th little loss in 

accuracy 

The mean outdoor air temperature used for calculations of the year-based 

heat demand also gives reasonably accurate results. 

The uncertainty that exists concerning the values of the parameters and 

their variation during a year is diff icul t to estimate. Anyhow, since the 

different calculation methods all establish the same uncertainties, com

parisons between them should be valid. 
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E L S E V I E R 

Use of an Open Absorption Heat-Pump for Energy 
Conservation in a Public Swimming-PooI 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Division of Energy Engineering, 

University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden 

A conventional climatization system at a public swimming-pool normally 
uses outdoor air to remove the moisture from the facility. This practice 
results in large heat losses. 

An open absorption heat-pump can dehumidify the outlet air from the 
building: this makes it possible to recirculate a larger amount of air and so 
reduce the heating requirement for the facility significantly. Measurements 
on two types of systems have been performed during approximately 
4000 h in a bath house in northern Sweden. In 1990, the use of an open 
absorption heat-pump decreased the heat supply by 445 MWh (from 
742 MWh), while the electricity supply was increased by 233 MWh. 
The uncertainty in the annual energy saving with the open system can 
be estimated to be in the range 10-15%. If the present electric energy 
supply to the generator is replaced by another energy source, for example 
natural gas, the electricity demand of the absorption system will decrease 
considerably. 

The results show that public baths are an interesting application area 
for the open absorption technique. 

fp Thermal heat capacity (kJ/kg K ) 
/z f r o m Enthalpy f r o m the absorber (kJ/kg) 
/zm i x Enthalpy after mixing (kJ/kg) 
h0M Enthalpy for outdoor air (kJ/kg) 
r Evaporation heat (kJ/kg) 

L. Westerlund & J. Dahl 

ABSTRACT 

N O T A T I O N 

275 
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r m i x M i x i n g air temperature (°C) 

tom Outdoor air temperature (°C) 
xhom Absolute humidity f r o m the absorber (kg/kg) 

xmix Absolute humidity after mixing (kg/kg) 

x o u t Absolute humidity for outdoor air (kg/kg) 

I N T R O D U C T I O N 

The evaporation heat in humidified air is normally diff icult to harness 
usefully because o f the low temperature. This problem occurs in connec
tion wi th energy conservation in public baths, underground facilities, 

air-conditioning systems and in drying processes in general. 

The open absorption heat-pump can utilize the evaporation heat by 
dehumidifying the air. Earlier studies concerning this technology have 

been made by Westerlund and Dahl who used a laboratory pilot plant 
for an experimental system study 1 and for a study o f different absorber 

designs.2 

Based on laboratory studies, the technique has been utilized for a 
system installed at a public swimming-pool. Measurements on this 
facility, during an extended period o f time, have been undertaken. For 
comparisons wi th a conventional climatization system, measurements 
on each system have been performed for different outdoor temperatures. 

F U N C T I O N A L D E S I G N 

Open absorption heat-pump 

I n an open absorption heat-pump (see Fig. 1), moist air f r o m an external 
process is supplied to the absorber where it comes into direct contact 
with the absorption solution. Moisture is absorbed by the absorption 

solution and the air is dried. The external system produces the working 
medium (water), and therefore the evaporator in a closed absorption 
heat-pump can be excluded. The diluted solution flows to the generator 
f r o m the absorber. Evaporation o f the working medium occurs in the 
generator, where the primary heat is supplied. The concentrated solution 
goes back to the absorber, while the evaporated working medium con
denses during heat emission in the condenser. The working medium is 
separated f r o m the system after the condenser; therefore only the absorp

tion solution is recirculated. 
Dry ing o f air is an application for which the open system is particu-
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air 

Fig. 1. Open absorption heat-pump installed in a drying process. 

larly suitable. The water is separated f r o m the air and absorbed by the 
absorption solution under adiabatic conditions. This means that the out

going air, f r o m the absorber, is at a higher temperature level and has a 
lower moisture content. I t is therefore possible to recirculate the air in 
the external system, and thereby achieve a radical reduction o f its heat 
demand. 

Absorption of water 

The absorption o f water f r o m the humidified air is caused by the partial-
pressure difference of the water vapour in the air close to the liquid sur
face and the surroundings. The capacity o f the solution medium for 
moisture absorption can be indicated by the equilibrium line. For the 

absorption solution used in the system studied here, the equilibrium line 
versus the relative humidity for the outgoing air was presented by West
erlund and Dah l . 2 

The absorption process occurs normally under adiabatic conditions, 
but the capacity increases considerably i f a larger partial-pressure differ
ence is created by cooling 1 o f the absorption solution. As discussed later, 
this possibility is utilized in the system being tested. 

T H E P U B L I C S W I M M I N G - P O O L F A C I L I T Y 

The facility is situated in the north of Sweden in a town called Piteå. I t 
consists o f six lanes of 25 m length (in total 250 m 2 ) and also a smaller 
pool for children (of 10 m 2 ) . The facili ty has a floor area of 270 m 2 and 
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attracts —55 000 visitors per year. The indoor temperature is kept at 

approximately 26°C. The relative humidity varies with the outdoor 
temperature in the range 30-70%. The mean outdoor temperature for a 
normal year is 2°C for the location studied. 

Evaporation of water 

Evaporation f r o m the swimming pool is a continuous process. The water 
vapour must be removed to control the climate in the building. The 

evaporation of water to the air is caused by the partial-pressure difference 
for water vapour in the air closest to the water surface (and is saturated 

wi th moisture) and in the ambient air (in the building), which has a 

lower moisture content and thereby a lower partial pressure. The evapora
t ion heat is taken f r o m the pool water and is transferred to the air in the 
pool hall . To avoid condensation o f water vapour on cold surfaces like 

windows, the relative humidity in the building is reduced when the out

door temperature decreases. The effect of this is an increased evaporation 
rate when the outdoor temperature falls. 

Conventional climatization system 

The most common way to control the moisture in bath houses is to 
exchange the moist air f r o m inside the building wi th drier outdoor air. 
When the relative humidity in the building is increasing, the control 
equipment reduces the amount o f recirculating air and increases the f low 
of outdoor air. 

Transmission losses 
from building Transmission losses 

Used hot-water 

Fig. 2. Energy flows for a conventional climatization system in a public swimming-pool. 
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The district heating network supplies energy to the public swimming-

pool when the conventional climatization system is used. The energy 

flows are illustrated in Fig. 2: the electricity supply to the circulating 

pumps and fans, which are in both systems, are omitted. Transmission 
losses f r o m the building and f r o m the pool are independent o f the type 

o f climatization system used, because the climate in the building and the 

pool water temperature are the same. Also the heat losses via hot water 

drained to the sewers f r o m showers, etc., are independent of the climatiza
t ion system used. The biggest heat-loss is caused by the exhaust air, 

which leaves the facili ty without heat recovery. 

The absorption system installed for energy conservation 

The application o f an open absorption process for heat recovery in a 

public swimming-pool is illustrated in Fig. 3. The water vapour in the 
exhaust air is dehumidified when it comes into contact with the absorption 

solution in the absorber. This makes it possible to dry the air, bring it back 
to the facility and reduce the ventilation heat-losses substantially. Swedish 
building regulations, however, stipulate that a minimum of 8% o f the total 
airflow is supplied as outdoor air when the public swimming-pool is open. 

Outdoor^ 
air 

Exhausted 
air 

n 
n n 

Absorber 

accumulator 

Cold water 
Preheated 
hot-water 

Airflow 

Steam flow 

Liquid flow 

1 

Generator -

Condensate 
to sink 

Fig. 3. System installed at a public swimming-pool. 
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A t other times, the airflow can be recirculated without any supply o f out

door air to the building. A l l together, this achieves low ventilation losses. 

The water absorbed f r o m the air dilutes the absorption solution. I n the 
generator, the solution is regenerated by separation of the water by evap
orating i t , using electric heat. The latent heat, in the water vapour driven 

out f r o m the absorption solution, is recovered in the condenser and 

returned to the pool, to compensate for the evaporation heat losses f r o m 
the pool's surface. 

The heat transfer f r o m the pool's surface to the air, in combination 
wi th a high degree o f recirculation, makes it necessary to cool the air in 

order to maintain a constant temperature in the building. This is accom

plished via the absorber, where a heat exchanger is used to cool the 
absorption solution. The heat transferred is used for preheating the hot 

water for the showers. To compensate for variations in the rate of heat 
emission due to evaporation and the need fo r hot water, accumulator 
tanks are installed. Dur ing the night, no water is used in the showers. 

Therefore the water temperature in the accumulators wi l l increase: this 
gives a poorer cooling capacity of the airflow. The reduced capacity leads 

to a temperature rise in the building, but this is corrected shortly after 
the opening time, when outdoor air is supplied to the facility. 

The energy supply to the public swimming-pool is in the f o r m o f 
electricity and heat f r o m the district heating network. The energy flows 
are illustrated in Fig. 4. The electricity supply to circulating pumps and 

fans, which are in use in both systems, are omitted. The heat losses 

consist o f transmission losses f r o m the building as well as f r o m the pool, 
exhaust air and hot water drained to the sewers f r o m the showers, etc. 

Figure 4 also indicates that a substantial reduction of the heat losses 

Transmission losses 

from building Transmission losses 

Fig. 4. The energy supplies and energy losses for a public swimming-pool with an 

absorption system installed. 
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is possible, but, to quantify this effect, i t is necessary to make field 

measurements in a real facili ty for a longer period. 

T E S T I N G P R O C E D U R E 

For a comparative evaluation o f the two systems, it was necessary to 

determine the energy supplied for each system over a whole year. The heat 
supply to the facility consists o f three parts, namely heat supply to the air-

conditioning system, to the pool water and for the production of hot water 
to the showers, etc. Dur ing the measuring periods, the indoor and out

door climates varied in different ways, when each of the two climatization 

systems operated. The outdoor and indoor climate affect the heat supply. 
The hot-water production was not registered, since it is mainly affected 

by the number o f visitors to the facili ty. This was assumed to be identical 
for both systems when comparing them over a longer period of time. 

Instrumentation 

For an overall view o f the system conditions and the heating requirement 
of the public bath, the temperatures (TTs), the l iquid flows (FMs) , 
the amount of heat ( V M M ) and relative humidity ( R H ) o f the air were 
measured at the positions shown in Fig. 5. 

The district-heating supplies to the air flow and to the pool water were 
measured wi th heating volume indicators ( V M M 1 ) and ( V M M 2 ) , and 
the electric supply to the generator was measured wi th a meter ( E T I ) . 

Measurements of the condensate temperatures before and after the 
condenser (i.e. T T 1 and TT2) and the condensate flow (FM1) made it 
possible to determine the heat supply f r o m the condenser to the pool 
water. Because the flow o f absorption solution to the generator was con
stant (= 360 kg/h), the temperature difference between l iquid f rom/to the 
absorber (at TT3 and TT4, respectively) gave the heat supply f r o m the 
solution to the absorber. The temperature indicators at the heat ex
changer w x 2 (TT5 and TT6) and the associated flow meter ( F M 2 ) gave 
the heat supply f r o m the air for preheating the hot water to the showers. 

Psychrometers were used to determine the relative humidity o f the air 
entering and leaving the public bath (i.e. R H 1 and RH2) . The humidity 
o f the dried and cooled air after the absorber (RH3) was determined in 
the same way. 

When the conventional climatization system was in operation, the 
gauges V M M 1 , V M M 2 , R H 1 , R H 2 and TT8 gave information to facil i
tate the determination o f the heat supply. 
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Cold 
water Preheated 

hot-water 

Generator L H9 
Condenser 

Condensate 
to sink 

P u b l i c 
bath 

4 2 W 
(VMM 2 ) 

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the instrumentation. 

Determination of the relative amount of outdoor air 

The circulating air-flow is almost invariant. I t is therefore possible to 

determine the evaporation rate f rom the pool and the absorption capacity 
in the absorber which should be equal to the condensate flow. The 
amount of outdoor air supplied to the facility was calculated f r o m the 
measured values for the outdoor air temperature (TT8), the mixed-air 
temperature (TT7) and the relative humidities R H 1 and R H 3 . Hence 

ôut £p dry air̂ out -̂ out water vapour'out) 

tf*from + ( I - a)X0 

ah{xom + (1 - a)h0l 

"p dry air'mix 'mix + xmix(r + C p water vapour*mix 

where r o u t , f m i x , x(mm, xmix are measured values. 
Equations ( l ) - ( 4 ) give the recirculated amount o f air, i.e. 

a -
*̂p dry air'out •̂ mix('" "̂p water vapour'out) ^mix 

p̂ dry air'out "̂ from('" p̂ water vapour'out) f̂rom 

0 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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The relative amount o f outdoor air, b, is calculated subsequently as b = 

(1 - a). This relationship is used later when the optimization of the 
installation is discussed. 

Additional data needed for comparison of the performances of the two systems 

The heat demand fo r the facility depends on the outdoor climate and on 

the activities in the pool. For a relevant comparison o f the different 

systems, the outdoor air temperature (TT8) was measured. The activities 
in the pool are assumed to be equal for both systems, because the 
recording periods have been extended over a long time. 

Measurement programme 

Measurements were taken at 1-min intervals and average values for 12-min 
periods were calculated and stored in a personal computer. 

The measurement period started on 30 October 1991 and was stopped 

on 24 June 1992. Dur ing this period, the conventional energy-supply 
system was monitored during three continuous periods with a total 
measurement time o f about 2080 h, and for the open absorption heat-

pump, operations occurred during two continuous periods wi th a total 
measurement time o f about 1570 h. 

RESULTS 

Because the two systems cannot be in operation simultaneously, the heat 

supply to each system must be correlated wi th the outdoor temperature, 
which was available hour by hour over the year 1990. A year-based cal
culation o f the heat demand for each system, using the recorded data, 
can then be performed. 

Parameters that are affected by the numbers of visitors can be pre
sented as 'typical-week' data since there is often a weekly frequency 
involved in the activities at a public swimming-pool. This also makes it 
possible to neglect the impact on the heat supply f r o m service activities 
like cleaning o f sand filters, etc. 

Climate in the bath house 

To avoid condensation o f water on the surfaces in the building with 
lower temperatures than the dew point, the relative humidity o f the air is 
reduced when the outdoor temperature drops. This is done by the control 
system, which calculates the set-point value f r o m an outdoor temperature 
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Outdoor air temperature (°C) 

Fig. 6. Relative humidity in the facility versus outdoor temperature. 

gauge. The actual value of the relative humidity is measured in the exhaust 
air flow f r o m the pool hall. W i t h the conventional climatization system, 

the humidity is controlled by adjustment o f the flow of outdoor air. For 
the open absorption heat-pump, the humidity is controlled by increasing 

the generator temperature: this leads to a more concentrated absorption 
solution and therefore to an increase o f the water-absorption rate. 

Measurement results for the relative humidity, as presented in Fig. 6, 
were obtained wi th both systems and particularly for outdoor tempera

tures wi th in the region - 1 0 ° C to +5°C. The oscillations of the relative 
humidity are caused by the time lag between control action and the 
response time. 

In spite o f this uncertainty, the relative humidity was about 10% lower 
than the set-point function. The difference is probably caused by mal
function of the relative humidity gauge connected to the control system. 
Maintaining a lower relative humidity than necessary leads to a higher 

energy demand than is needed both for the conventional climatization 
system and the open absorption heat-pump. 

The air temperature in the building was for the conventional climatiza

t ion system about 25-5°C during both day and night. For the open-
absorption heat-pump the air temperature was about 27°C during the 
day and about 28°C during time periods when the facility was closed (i.e. 
nights and Sundays). The higher temperature during the day can at least 
be explained partly by an incorrect set-point value in the control system. 
The temperature increase during nights was caused by no people using 
the showers: the heat flow for preheating the hot water was decreased 
and consequently also the cooling capacity of the circulating air. The 
temperature rise is corrected shortly after the public swimming-pool is 
opened, i.e. when outdoor air is supplied to the building. 
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100 -t- Heat supply by district heahng 
for THE CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM 

I 

X 

I Heat supply by condenser heat for THE OPEN ABSORPTION SYSTEM | 0 i 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 

168 hours during a week 

Fig. 7. Heat flow to the pool water, hour by hour for a typical week. (The week starts 

on Monday at time 00). 

The radiators in the building were turned o f f manually because o f the 
higher air temperature in the building when the open absorption heat-
pump was operating. For the conventional climatization system, how

ever, the radiators were in operation. Therefore, when comparing the 
behaviours o f the two systems, the heat distributed by the radiators must 
be added to the heat balance for the conventional climatization system. 

Heat flow to the pool water 

The heat supply increases wi th fal l ing outdoor air temperature, because 
the relative humidity in the building is reduced at a constant indoor air 

temperature. This leads to an increased evaporation rate. Since the evap
oration heat is taken f r o m the pool water, the heat supply must be in
creased to maintain a constant pool temperature. A higher evaporation 
rate is also caused by bathing people as a result o f mixing o f the water in 

the pool and a bigger wet surface. 
The total water volume is about 750 m 3 . A temporary increase in the 

heat demand wi l l therefore not cause a corresponding change in the heat 
supply. This makes it impossible to relate the heat supply directly to the 

outdoor air temperature. 
To be able to consider the impact of external activities on the heat 

supply to the pool water, a typical week (hour by hour) was created (see 
Fig. 7). This was done by calculating mean values for each hour in the 
week based on the sum o f all recordings for that specific hour. I t is 
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important to have an adequate number o f measurements to get accurate 

results wi th this technique. 
The peaks at the end o f the week in Fig. 7 are caused by the use of 

fresh water for cleaning the sand filters. 
For the open absorption heat-pump, variations in the heat supply 

f r o m the condenser were caused by the fact that the minimum outdoor 
air flow to the building was large. As a consequence, the generator was 

operating at min imum capacity during the daytime, which also means 
that the condenser's heat supply was low. When the total airflow was 

recirculated (during the nights), all the evaporated water had to be sepa
rated in the generator: this increased the heat supply f r o m the condenser. 

For the conventional system, the weekly heat supply was 6-9 M W h 
(without the filter cleaning). For the open absorption heat-pump, the 

corresponding figure was 4-2 M W h f r o m the district heating system and 
2-3 M W h f r o m the condenser, i.e. in total 6-5 M W h . 

The difference in the heat supply is less than 6%, which is wi th in the 
accuracy of the measurements. The heat demand for maintaining the 

pool water temperature constant should, as discussed above, be the same 

for both systems. 
The somewhat lower heat demand observed for the open absorption 

heat-pump can be explained by the higher air temperature (in the build
ing) which reduces the evaporation rate of water. 

Electric supply to the generator 

The total supply of electricity to the generator includes evaporation heat, 
solution heat, heating o f the l iquid, and transmission losses. The electri
cally-supplied thermal power (totally 60 kW) occurs via l iquid heaters. 
According to the relative humidity in the exhaust air f r o m the building, 

the l iquid temperature is controlled to be in the range 130°C to 143°C. 
The biggest part o f the heat supply, i.e. the condenser heat (evaporation 
heat and cooling o f condensate f r o m 100°C to 30°C), is transferred to 
the pool water while the remaining heat supply (transmission losses 

excluded) is transferred to the air-conditioning system. 
The weekly electricity supply to the generator was 3-9 M W h . The con

denser heat was only 59% o f the electricity supply to the generator, i.e. 

quite low. The results indicate also that the heat supply was independent 
of the outdoor air temperature. 

Heat flow to the air-conditioning system 

The set-point value for the relative humidity in the facility depends on 
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the outdoor temperature (see Fig. 6). For the conventional climatization 

system, the humidity was controlled by varying the outdoor airflow. The 

heat flow to the air-conditioning system wi l l therefore be determined 

directly by the outdoor air temperature. Also for the absorption system, 
there is an outdoor temperature dependence, determined by the supply of 
outdoor air to the building during the day. 

The heat supply to the air-conditioning system varies significantly de
pending on the long response time o f the system and variations o f the 

outdoor temperature. Curve-fitt ing to observed data is shown in Fig. 8. 

The evaporation rate and also the heat supply to the airflow are 
affected by activities in the facility. A distinction has therefore been made 

between the heat demands when the bath is open and closed. 
The open absorption heat-pump was operating at a higher air temper

ature than the conventional climatization system. For a correct compari
son, the temperatures should be equal fo r both systems. I f this had been 

the case, the heat supply wi th the open absorption heat-pump system 
would have been somewhat lower than now recorded. N o correction for 
this has been done. 

For the absorption system, the entire airflow is recirculated during 

times when the public bath is closed (i.e. at nights and Sundays). Since 
the heat supply (evaporation heat f r o m the pool) is bigger than the heat 
emission (transmission losses and preheating o f hot water), there is no 

demand fo r heat supply to the air-conditioning system. Measurements 
during these conditions show no heat supply at all (i.e. P = 0 k W ) , fo r a 
total measuring time o f 621 h. The outdoor temperature has then been 

down to - 1 4 ° C . The curve-fitting in Fig. 8 has been adjusted so that no 
heat supply is needed for outdoor temperatures above 27°C. 

1 6 0 - p Heat supply for the conventional system, open facility 
Heat supply for the conventional system, closed facility 

1 4 0 - i A Theoretical heat demand, conventional system 
Heat supply for the open absorption system, open facility 
P=0 kW-Heat supply for the open absorption system. s 1 2 0 1 closed facility 

A 
a. 

-30 -20 -10 0 10 

Outdoor air temperature (°C) 
20 30 

Fig. 8. Heat flow to the air-conditioning system versus outdoor temperature. 
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The outdoor temperature varied during the measurements between 

- 2 0 ° C and +28°C, wi th a concentration in the range o f - 1 0 ° C 

to +10°C. This is natural since the mean outdoor temperature over 

the year is +2°C for the location studied. The heat supply at lower out

door temperatures is extrapolated and has not been measured. There

fore these values must be treated with some caution. Extremely low 

values o f the outdoor temperatures have only a short duration time. The 

effect on the estimated annual heat supply to the airf low wi l l therefore be 

small. 
A theoretical calculation of the heat demand and its variation with the 

outdoor air temperature has been done for the conventional climatiza

t ion system (see Fig. 8). 

Preheating of hot water 

The evaporation heat is taken up by the airflow. To maintain a constant 

temperature in the building, i t is necessary to transfer heat f r o m the 

airflow. Heat f r o m the absorption solution is used to preheat the hot 

water supplied to the showers. 

The water flow through the heat exchanger is constant (= 6 06 m 3 /h). 

The temperature difference increases when the showers are used, which 

also means an increasing heating power supply. The temperature differ

ence decreases during nights since the showers are not used: but heat is 

transferred continuously because a smaller cooling capacity leads to 

raising the air temperature. The heating power supply is in the range of 

2 to about 70 k W . 

u 

-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 
Outdoor air temperature - gauge TT8 PC) 

Fig. 9. Correlation between outdoor temperature from two different gauges. 
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The outdoor temperature 

This is very important in the analysis. Therefore a comparison of the 

recorded values wi th those f r o m a meteorological station ( S M H I ) in the 

same geographical area was carried out. Three values each day, over the 
period 1 November to 1 June are plotted in Fig. 9. 

A line f i t shows a mean deviation o f less than 1°C. The deviation 

between the measurements depends on the fact that the gauges were 

located differently. A change in temperature wi l l therefore occur at 
different times. I t was consequently concluded that the outdoor tempera

ture gauge (TT8) was giving accurate data. 

E S T I M A T I O N S OF E N E R G Y F L O W S T H A T W E R E N O T 
M E A S U R E D 

The climate in the facility was controlled and held at set-point values, 
independent o f which system was operating. N o recordings were there
fore performed on the heat flow to the radiators. Dur ing the testing 

period, a higher air temperature in the building was obtained when the 
open absorption heat-pump was operating: therefore the personnel turned 

o f f all the radiators. For the conventional climatization system, however, 
the radiators were in operation: therefore, when comparing the perfor
mances o f the two systems, the radiator's heat supply must be taken into 

consideration when the conventional climatization system is analysed. 
For an overall comparison o f the two systems, it was necessary to 

determine the electricity supply which is exclusive for the open absorption 

heat-pump. N o recording was made for the electrical equipment (fans 
and pumps) and therefore a theoretical calculation had to be performed. 

Transmission losses 

Normally the radiators in a building are designed to cover transmission 
losses and also a smaller amount o f ventilation losses. I t is assumed that 

the radiators cover only the transmission losses in the following calcula
tion. Theoretical estimations o f the transmission losses for the building 

give a heating demand (Pt) for covering these losses as Px = 0-44 At 
(kW). The factor 0-44 stands for the sum o f the overall heat-transfer 

coefficient times the area for each part o f the building. The temperature 
difference (At) is the difference between the temperature inside the 
building and the outdoor air temperature. Assuming 26°C as the indoor 
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temperature, a calculation for the year 1990, hour by hour, gives a value 

o f 82 M W h for the transmission losses. 

Measurements of the heating area, temperature differences and gas 
velocities gave the overall heat-transfer coefficient for the radiators. 

Calculation o f the annual amount o f heat supply, based on these values 
and an average temperature difference during the heating season, gave a 

value o f about 60 MWh/year. Because the transmission losses can be 

covered by other sources in the building, i t is reasonable to assume that 

60 M W h f r o m the radiators is the more correct value to use in the heat 

balance for the conventional climatization system. 
When the open absorption heat-pump was operating, the transmission 

losses were covered by heat f r o m the air-conditioning system and by 

evaporation heat f r o m the pool water. 
The amount o f heat for evaporation (to the air-conditioning system) 

can be estimated by subtracting the pool's transmission losses f r o m the 

heat f low to the pool water. A simple calculation o f the average heat 

losses f r o m the pool gives an annual demand of 62 M W h . 

Heat supply to the air-conditioning system 

A theoretical calculation of the heat demand and its variation due to the 
outdoor air temperature has been done for the conventional climatiza

t ion system for comparison wi th the observations. The results are pre
sented in Fig. 8 as filled triangles. The assumptions of the relative 

humidity in the building are based on the measured values for the rela

tive humidity. 
The evaporation rate and its variation according to the outdoor air 

temperature is calculated for an air temperature in the facility of 26°C, a 
pool water temperature o f 27°C and a mean evaporation rate of 30 kg/h 
when the outdoor temperature is 20°C (i.e. a relative humidity of 65% in 

the building). 
F r o m the calculated evaporation rate and states of the outdoor and 

indoor air, i t is possible to determine the required outdoor air supply. 
Finally the enthalpy difference over the air heater is established as a 
proportional factor against one of the calculated values. The theoretical 
calculation has been adjusted to be in accordance wi th measured values 
at an outdoor temperature o f 0°C. This alignment has to be done since 
the uncertainty in many parameters is large: for instance, mean wet area, 
average convection mass-transfer coefficient, mean partial-pressure differ
ence and airflow. The correction to 0°C has been done since most o f the 
recordings have been performed in this region, which is natural as it is 

close to the annual average outdoor temperature. 
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Electricity supply 

The pressure drop over the absorber is low (—300 Pa): nevertheless 

this causes an increased electricity supply to the fans o f 7-8 MWh/year. 
Furthermore the system includes four circulation pumps wi th a total 

supply o f 4-5 k W according to the manufacturer. For a year (i.e. 8760 h), 

the total electricity demand is 39-4 M W h . 

The recordings gave a weekly supply o f 3-9 M W h to the generator. I n 
the summer, during ten weeks, the values are halved since the facil i ty is 

closed fo r visitors. A year-based calculation gives a total generator 

demand o f about I86 0 M W h for one year. The total electricity supply to 
the open absorption heat-pump over one year becomes 233 M W h . The 

energy is degraded to heat, which is utilized in the building. 

E S T I M A T E D A N N U A L E N E R G Y D E M A N D F O R T H E SYSTEMS 

Heat supply to the air-conditioning system for year 1990 

For year 1990, the values o f the outdoor temperature were available for 
each hour. Using the relation between heat supply and outdoor tempera
ture (see Fig. 8) and taking into consideration the number o f times the 

facili ty is open and closed, the heat supply for every hour was calculated. 
Summation o f these values gives a year-based heat supply to the airflow. 
For the absorption system, normally open hours have been used through 
the whole year, because it is insufficient to have no supply o f outdoor air 
for so long a period as ten weeks. For the conventional system, the 

closed facili ty case has been used during the day and night fo r 10 weeks 

f r o m 1 June. 
The calculation for the year 1990 gave: 

For the conventional system, 196 M W h heat supply to the airflow 
For the absorption system, 42 M W h heat supply to the airflow 

The theoretical calculation o f the heat supply gave a total energy demand 
o f 204-5 M W h , which is about 4% greater than that according to the 

measured results. One must have in mind the adjustment discussed 
earlier, which gives equal values for an outdoor temperature near the 
mean outdoor temperature over the year. The good agreement obviously 
partly depends on this adjustment. The results show also that values, at 

extremely low outdoor air temperatures, do not have any great influence 
on the year-based heat supply; this confirms the results shown in Fig. 8. 
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Preheating of hot water 

The evaporation heat is taken up by the airflow. To maintain a constant 
temperature in the building, it is necessary to transfer heat f r o m the 
airflow. Heat is transferred f r o m the absorption solution to preheat the 
hot water supplied to the showers. 

To make a year-based calculation for the heat supply f r o m the pre
heating o f hot water, a typical week (hour by hour) was created. I t is 
also possible to determine the fluctuations in the water circuit as well as 
to use it for the design o f the accumulator tanks in the future. 

Calculation o f the preheating o f hot water by using this typical week 
and also the assumption that the bath is closed for visitors for ten weeks 
f r o m 1 June gave a yearly heat transmission o f 120 M W h . The heat is 
transferred f r o m the airflow: the enthalpy wi l l therefore decrease during 
the passage through the absorber. Calculations, taking airf low and 
enthalpy difference into consideration as well as the solution heat and 
sensible heat for the l iquid and power supply to the pumps, gave also 
an annual heat demand o f approximately 120 M W h . 

Energy demand for the year 1990 

For the comparison of the systems, the energy supply to the facility has 
been computed for the conditions applying for the year 1990. Supplies to 
the pumps and fans used in both systems is excluded, like the heating 

supply when the sand filters are cleaned. 
The total heat supply for hot water production can be calculated f r o m 

available statistics and an assumption of a heat demand o f 3 k W h per 
shower. For the year 1990, there were 53 800 persons visiting the public 
swimming pool and the total heat supply became 161 M W h . For the 
open absorption heat-pump, preheating of hot water generates 120 M W h , 
the demand f r o m the district heating network wil l therefore be 161 - 120 = 
41 M W h . 

According to an earlier section, the weekly heat flow to the pool water 
is 6-9 M W h . I f this value is halved for ten weeks during summer (i.e. the 
facility is closed), the total heat demand to the pool water fo r one year 
wil l be 325 M W h . For the open absorption heat-pump, the decrease in the 
heat supply f rom the district heating network is 111 M W h . Thereby the yearly 
heat-supply by the district heating network is 325 - 111 = 214 M W h . 

Energy supply when the open absorption heat-pump is operating 

Heat supply through the radiators, £ t r a n s = nil 
Heat supply to the pool water, 2 : b a t h = 214 M W h 
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Heat supply to the air-conditioning system, Eair = 42 M W h 

Heat supply fo r hot-water production, EmUT = 41 M W h 
Electricity supply, Eel = 233 M W h 

The energy supply fo r the open absorption heat-pump summed for the 
year 1990 is given by 

£ t o t a , = 297 M W h h + 233 M W h e , = 530 M W h 

Energy supply when a conventional system is operating 

Heat supply through the radiators, £ t r a n s = 60 M W h 
Heat supply to the pool water, £ b a t h = 325 M W h 

Heat supply to the air-conditioning system, £ a i r = 196 M W h 

Heat supply fo r hot water production, E m t a = 1 6 1 M W h 
Electricity supply, Ed = n i l 

The energy supply for a conventional system, summed for the year 1990, 
is given by 

£ t o t a l = 742 M W h h 

Figure 10 shows energy-flow diagrams for the two climatization sys

tems. I t can be seen that the transmission losses and hot water drained to 

the sewers f r o m the showers etc. fo r the two regimes are o f the same 
order o f magnitude. This is expected because the climate in the building 

and the number o f visitors are almost constant and independent o f which 
system is operating. The difference between the systems is found in losses 
via the exhaust air. The open absorption heat-pump utilizes heat f r o m 

the outlet airflow, while the conventional system works wi th no heat-
recovery at al l . 

The open absorption heat-pump decreases the heat demand by 742 -
297 = 445 M W h . A t the same time, an additional 233 M W h o f electricity 
has to be supplied on an annual basis. A performance coefficient for the 
system over a year can be defined as the ratio between achieved saving 
o f heat and the supplied primary electrical energy, i.e. (445/233) = 1 -9. 

This factor indicates that, fo r every k W h of electricity supplied to the 
system, the benefit wi l l be 1-9 k W h o f heat compared with the conven
tional climatization system. 

The open absorption heat-pump results in a decreased energy demand 
o f 29% compared wi th a conventional climatization system. This saving 
might be considered as low. I t must be realized however that the open 
absorption heat-pump cannot influence the transmission losses, hot water 
production and min imum outdoor air supply to the facility during 'open' 

hours. These heating demands, together, account fo r 40-50% o f the total 
heat supply. 
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Energy supply for tlhe conventional system 

H e a t 

s u p p l y 

60 M W h \ ( Heat by radiators ) 

Transmission losses 
from building _ . 

Transmission losses 
from swimming-pool 
^ 62 M W h 

82 MWh 

325 MWh Ventilation 
Heat losses by 
exhaust air 
437 MWh 

Used hot-water 
161 MWh 

Energy supply for the open absorption system 

H e a t rr. ~ '• r^> 

I ^Atr conditioning systemj 

Transmission losses 
from building Transmission losses 

82 MWh from swimming-pool 
62 M W h 

Ventilation 
Heat losses by 
exhaust air 
225 MWh 

Used hot-water 

161 M W h (Pumps+tany 

Fig. 10. Sankey diagram for the energy flows in the different systems. 

Energy demand for a standard year 

A more general comparison between the behaviours o f the systems can 

be obtained by calculating the energy demand for a standard year. The 
statistics give fo r the year 1990 the number o f degree-days as 4476 and 

for the standard year as 5317. 
The transmission losses (.E t r a n s) are directly proportional to the number 
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o f degree-days. A standard year wi l l therefore have 

^trans = 82 (5317/4476) = 97 M W h 

Using the same relationship fo r the radiators as for the year 1990, the 
heat supply wi l l be 71 M W h . 

The heat supply to the air-conditioning system is more difficult to 

recalculate to a standard year. First o f all , the mean value of the outdoor 

temperature was determined fo r the heating season (i.e. o f 275 days), fo r 
year 1990, as +0-7°C and fo r the standard as - 2 - 3 ° C . These values are 

based on an indoor temperature o f +17°C according to Swedish assump

tions. 

The outdoor temperature during the standard year was obtained by 

subtracting this temperature difference (i.e. 3°C) f r o m the hourly values 
fo r 1990. The difference is assumed to be valid for the whole year. This is 

a significant uncertainty, but, since the rate of energy supply during the 
summer is low, the deviations that may occur wi l l only slightly affect the 

annual energy demand calculated. 
The heat supply to the air-conditioning system was calculated by using 

the determined outdoor air temperature and the earlier presented rela

tionship fo r this parameter (see Fig. 8). For the conventional climatiza
t ion system, the result became EaiT = 247 M W h and for the open 
absorption heat-pump £ a i r = 54 M W h . Transmission losses are included 
in the heat demand for the absorption system. 

The heat flow to the pool water is affected by the outdoor temperature 

and the number of visitors to the facili ty. The change wi l l be equal fo r 
both systems when the heat supply during the standard year is assumed 
to be the same as for the year 1990. 

Hot-water production fo r the showers is only affected by the number 
o f visitors to the facility, which are the same in both cases. Therefore 

there wi l l be no change in the heat supply for hot water production. 
I t is now possible to sum the energy demands according to the 

assumptions made above, i.e. the conventional climatization system w i l l , 
during a standard year, have a total heat-supply 

£ t o t a , = 71 + 247 + 325 + 161 = 804 M W h 

The summed heat demand (Eheal) fo r the open absorption heat-pump, 

during a standard year, wi l l be 

£ „ e a t = 54 + (325 - 111) + (161 - 120) = 309 M W h 

The electricity supply to the system is approximately the same as for the 
year 1990, this assumption is discussed earlier, i.e. 

Eei = 233 M W h 
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A comparison between the performances o f the open absorption heat-

pump and the conventional climatization system, during a standard year, 

indicates that the heat supply to the facility wi l l decrease by 495 M W h 

while the electricity supply wi l l be increased by 233 M W h . The perfor

mance coefficient for the system over a standard year wi l l be 2 1 or 

slightly higher than for 1990. 

Accuracy of the comparison 

A n estimation o f the uncertainties in the measurement procedure and 

equipment (see Fig. 5) is given in Table 1. The uncertainties for estimated 

data o f transmission losses, hot-water production and electricity supply 

are 10% in each case. 
The total uncertainties are about 4% for the conventional climatization 

system and about 5% fo r the open absorption heat-pump. The uncer
tainty for hot water production influences both systems in the same way: 

the comparison therefore does not include this term. The uncertainty in 

the different energy supplies is then 11% in the worst case. A normal 

range wi l l probably be around 5-10%. 
The calculation fo r the heat supply to the air-conditioning system is 

determined by a polynomial fit versus the outdoor air temperature. The 

uncertainty is mostly effected by the fitting since the outdoor temperature 

indicator was compared wi th recorded data f r o m S M H I . The annual 
estimation increases the uncertainty because the recording periods com
prise only a part o f the year. The estimation is also influenced by the 

number of visitors to the facility. 
A reasonable conclusion is that the total uncertainty in the calculation 

o f the energy saving for the open absorption heat-pump is in the range 

10-15%. 

T A B L E 1 

Uncertainties in Measurements 

Equipment Max. inaccuracy 

according to manufacturer 

Estimated uncertainties 

V M M 1 

V M M 2 

E T I 

F M 1 + T T 1 , 2 

F M 2 + TT5 ,6 

1% 

1% 

1% 

5% + 8% = 13% 

2% + 8% = 10% 

1% 

1% 

1% 

5%" 

5%* 

" Compared with V M M 2 and the conventional system, the uncertainty is reduced. 

* Compared with the absorber, the uncertainty is reduced. 
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D I S C U S S I O N 

The open absorption heat-pump, installed as described in this paper, 
requires rather a large electricity supply. I t is however possible to use any 

energy source to operate the generator, since its demand is a heat input. 

The min imum extra electricity input that the open absorption heat-pump 

requires compared wi th a conventional system fo r the considered public 

swimming-pool is 25-3 MWh/year. 
Both systems have been in operation fo r different periods under vari

ous conditions. A year-based comparison is necessary for a relevant eval

uation o f the two systems. The most important parameter is the outdoor 

temperature and the system performance must be correlated wi th this 
parameter. Control o f the temperature against another independent 

measurement device was therefore performed. Al though the testing 
periods f o r each system only consist of a quarter of a year, the recalcula

t ion for a whole year is reasonably accurate. 
The heat supply to the air-conditioning system is the most difficult 

parameter to measure accurately. When the outdoor temperature goes 
for instance f r o m +10°C to — 10°C, the relative humidity in the building 

is too high all the time (according to set-point values o f R H versus 
outdoor temperature). Therefore the outdoor air flow is large. For a 

move in the opposite direction, namely f r o m - 1 0 ° C to +10°C, the 
relative humidity in the building is too low and thereby the outdoor air 
flow w i l l be small. These variations also cause fluctuations in the heat 
supply to the air-conditioning system although the outdoor temperature 

remains the same. 
The mixing rate of outdoor air (~40%) was higher than init ial ly pro

jected (i.e. 8%). This large amount o f air, during the daytime, makes the 

generator work at a low level. I t is therefore possible to decrease the heat 
supply to the facility even more than presented in this paper by lowering 
the min imum outdoor airflow, without negative effects on the indoor 
climate. Another effect in the same direction is the adjustment of the 

control system for the air temperature in the building, which during the 
measurement periods has been about 2°C too high. 

The condenser heat should, according to theory, be about 90% 
of the energy supply to the generator (the remaining part is solu

tion heat 3 —3%, transmission losses —2% and heating o f l iquid —5%). 
However the recordings give only 59% in this case. The deviation 
depends on factors such as extremely low evaporation rate and poor 

insulation. 
The main problem is caused by the large amount o f outdoor air intro

duced into the facility, so leading to a low evaporation rate. The genera-
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tor wi l l therefore operate at its min imum level for most o f the time. The 

solution f low to the generator is constant. Therefore the fract ion used for 

heating o f the l iquid wi l l be large (—19%). Transmission losses, due to 

convection and radiation f r o m the top of the generator, and f r o m the 
steam pipe to the condenser were rather high (—19%) because o f the 

absence o f insulation for these components. 

Another effect caused by the large outdoor air f low is that the weekly-
based generator power is almost constant over the year. A decreasing 

outdoor air temperature demands a lower relative humidity in the build

ing, which causes an increasing amount of evaporated water f r o m the 
pool's surface. The higher amount o f evaporated water is brought f r o m 

the facility wi th the exhaust air flow instead of being separated in the 

generator. This is the reason why we have used the same value f o r the 
electricity supply to the system fo r the standard-year calculation, in spite 
o f the fact that this year has a lower outdoor temperature than the year 

1990. A correct adjustment o f the outdoor air flow wi l l therefore increase 

the efficiency considerably. 

O P E R A T I O N A L E X P E R I E N C E 

The open absorption heat-pump was installed at this public swimming 

pool in 1987, but has only operated for short periods since then. The 
technical problems that have occurred are leaking pipes and short-

circuits in the electrical heating units fo r the generator. Plastic pipes 
have been replaced by welded stainless-steel tubes and thereby this 
problem has been solved. Solution losses that occur in an open system 
are losses o f the outgoing condensate to the sewers and wi th the dried air 
f r o m the absorber. Continuous measurements on the condensate fo r 
almost 2000 h gave by calculation the losses for one year as equal to 
about 20 kg of solution. Measurements in dried air gave a yearly loss o f 

absorption solution o f less than 35 kg. There are no environmental 
problems involved wi th solution losses. This is only a financial issue. I f 
the losses are kept at this low level, even the financial problem is 
marginal. 

The generator is placed in the cellar, where there is a high relative 
humidity. The short-circuit problems occur when the system has been 

shut down. Moisture can then penetrate into the electrical heaters. I f 
the generator temperature is always kept higher than the ambient air 
temperature, the problem does not occur. 

W i t h the corrections discussed in this section the technical problems 
should be fu l ly solved. 
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C O N C L U S I O N S 

This study shows that the open absorption technique functions f o r a 

public swimming pool wi th a considerable reduction in the heat demand 

for the facili ty. Therefore the technique is well suited fo r air-conditioning 
applications where moisture is generated. 

I t is feasible to measure during shorter periods than a whole year and 

make a relevant comparison, but it demands a detailed knowledge o f all 

the important parameters involved i n the system. The most important 

parameter in this study is the outdoor temperature. Temperature infor
mation wi th a high accuracy is needed and the recorded data also must 

be accurate. 
Measurements o f the relative humidity in the air have inaccuracies due 

to uncertainties in the temperature determination. The absolute humidity 

and enthalpy differences calculated f r o m these RH-values can therefore 
be misleading to use fo r the estimation o f evaporation, absorption and 

cooling rates. 
The open absorption heat-pump decreases the heat demand by 445 

M W h fo r the year 1990. A t the same time, an additional 233 M W h of 
electricity has to be supplied. The corresponding results, estimated for a 

standard year, were 495 M W h o f heat and 233 M W h o f electricity. The 
open absorption heat-pump is not operating as assumed when i t was 
designed, mainly because o f the considerably larger outdoor airf low in 
practise. This causes the generator to operate on min imum capacity 

during daytime when instead it should be operating at maximum capacity. 
A correct adjustment o f the outdoor air f low wi l l increase the efficiency 
for the open absorption system considerably. 

The losses o f the absorption solution f r o m the system are negligible. 
The open absorption heat-pump is working wi th a harmless medium and 
the environmental impact is low. 

The measurements show that public swimming-pools are feasible 
applications for the open absorption technique. W i t h Sweden's energy 
prices, the open absorption heat-pump including costs for installation 

wi l l achieve a pay-off time o f 4-5 years. 
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